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Abstract
Robotics for agriculture represents the ultimate application of one of our society’s latest
and most advanced innovations to its most ancient and vital industry. Over the course of his-
tory, mechanization and automation have increased crop output several orders of magnitude,
enabling a geometric growth in population and an increase in quality of life across the globe.
As a challenging step, manipulating objects in harvesting automation is still under investigation
in literature. Harvesting or the process of gathering ripe crops can be described as breaking
environmentally constrained objects into two or more pieces at the desired locations. In this
thesis, the problem of purposefully failing (breaking) or yielding objects by a robotic gripper is
investigated. A failure task is first formulated using mechanical failure theories. Next, a grasp
quality measure is presented to characterize a suitable grasp configuration and systematically
control the failure behavior of the object. This approach combines the failure task and the ca-
pability of the gripper for wrench insertion. The friction between the object and the gripper is
used to formulate the capability of the gripper for wrench insertion. A new method inspired by
the human pre-manipulation process is introduced to utilize the gripper itself as the measure-
ment tool and obtain a friction model. The developed friction model is capable of capturing
the anisotropic behavior of materials which is the case for most fruits and vegetables.
The limited operating space for harvesting process, the vulnerability of agricultural prod-
ucts and clusters of crops demand strict conditions for the manipulation process. This thesis
presents a new sensorized underactuated self-adaptive finger to address the stringent conditions
in the agricultural environment. This design incorporates link-driven underactuated mechanism
with an embedded load cell for contact force measurement and a trimmer potentiometer for ac-
quiring joint variables. The integration of these sensors results in tactile-like sensations in the
finger without compromising the size and complexity of the proposed design. To obtain an
optimum finger design, the placement of the load cell is analyzed using Finite Element Method
(FEM). The design of the finger features a particular round shape of the distal phalanx and spe-
cific size ratio between the phalanxes to enable both precision and power grasps. A quantitative
evaluation of the grasp efficiency by constructing a grasp wrench space is also provided.
i
The effectiveness of the proposed designs and theories are verified through real-time exper-
iments. For conducting the experiments in real-time, a software/hardware platform capable of
dataset management is crucial. In this thesis, a new comprehensive software interface for inte-
gration of industrial robots with peripheral tools and sensors is designed and developed. This
software provides a real-time low-level access to the manipulator controller. Furthermore, Data
Acquisition boards are integrated into the software which enables Rapid Prototyping methods.
Additionally, Hardware-in-the-loop techniques can be implemented by adding the complexity
of the plant under control to the test platform. The software is a collection of features developed
and distributed under GPL V3.0.
Keywords: Agricultural Robotics, Robotic Grasp, Underactuated Mechanism Design, Soft-
ware Integration Interface
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Motivation
Agriculture is among humankinds most important economic activities, providing the food,
fiber, and fuel necessary for our survival. Rapid population growth requires large amounts
of agricultural output. Scientists predict that agricultural production must double to meet the
demands of nine billion people in 2050 [21]. This cannot be achieved by folding the inputs
(land, water, seeds, labor, etc.) because of constrained resources and environmental concerns.
Hence, the efficiency of the agricultural system must increase sustainably and consistently. On
the contrary, agriculture is one of the least technically developed fields due to varying types
of issues. Among which are socioeconomic issues, such as the fragmentation of farms, the
traditional capital investment, low added-value of products, and the seasonality of crops. Labor
is also a vital issue that farmers face and can be expensive in many cases.
In agriculture, labor tasks are tedious (i.e., pruning), repetitive (i.e., harvesting), or even
dangerous for human health (i.e., spraying). Robots offer the promise of reduced costs, in-
creased safety, higher yields, reduced use of chemicals, and increased operational flexibility,
including night-time operations. Agricultural robotics has been researched and developed since
the 1980s by many researchers [38]. Agricultural robotics includes the use of mobile robots
combined with manipulator robots with different end-effectors for grasping, spraying, irriga-
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tion droppers, suction pads, etc.
Over the last four decades, significant contributions have been made in the field of robotic
grasping [32, 4, 51, 6]. However, the problem of systematically formulating the robotic grasp-
ing for harvesting is rarely addressed. In robotic harvesting, the primary goal is the failure
and separation of the grasped objects at a certain location. Robotic harvesting process without
grasping formulation is considered in many research and designs. Works on dates [1], strawber-
ries [28], apples [35], citrus fruits [13], grapes [44], watermelon [52], eggplants [27], raddish
[20], peppers [36], mushrooms [50], and cucumbers [60] can be named as examples of piece
harvesting. To the best of our knowledge, there is no investigation on grasp planning to fail
or separate a grasped object purposefully. The studies that emphasize on avoiding deflection
and/or slippage of the object [61, 62, 43, 57] ignore the individual effects of bending, tension,
or torsion on the object which are essential for obtaining an accurate characterization of grasp
task intended for object failure.
In robotic harvesting, there are usually stringent constraints which demand creative ap-
proaches and designs for achieving a successful harvest. The human methods can always be
a source of inspiration for performing any manipulation task such as harvesting. The human
hand functions in three important ways: it explores, restrains objects, and manipulates objects
with arbitrary shapes (relative to the wrist and palm) [4]. Exploring using a hand can be within
the realm of haptics [37]. The task of restraining objects is called fixturing, and the task of
manipulating objects with fingers is called dexterous manipulation. Stanford/JPL hand [42],
the Utah/MIT hand [31], and other multi-fingered hands are developed to investigate the fun-
damentals of restraining and manipulating objects. These multi-fingered hands mostly have
sophisticated designs which make them impractical in agricultural robotics.
The hand is the connection between the manipulator and the environment. Hands include
grippers, pincers, and tongs. Hands can be designed to perform specific tasks. For instance,
they may have suction cups for lifting glass which is not suitable for machined parts, or jaws
operated by compressed air for holding metallic elements which are not fitting for handling
fragile objects. Statistical studies show that from 60 to 70 % of human’s grasping of objects
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of different shapes (cylindrical, parallelepiped, and pyramidal shapes) is performed with only
two fingers [23]. This fact discloses the logical reason behind well spread two-finger grasp
in the industrial applications. A limited number of possible grasp configurations, however,
result in the need to change end-effectors frequently for different tasks which cause lack of
dexterity. Lack of dexterity and fine force control in grippers limit assembly tasks to the most
rudimentary ones [58].
Adaptability to a variety of grasp configurations and the arm’s manipulative capacity high-
light the need for self-adaptive hands. Self-adaptive hands offer solutions to the problem of
endowing a robot with dexterity and versatility. The ability of a self-adaptive hand to recon-
figure itself for performing a variety of different grasps for arbitrary shape objects reduces the
need for changing specialized grippers. Harvesting is the exceptional industry that none of
its products is identical. Hence, it is critical to have a capable and adaptive robotic hand to
automate the agricultural industry.
1.2 Grasping for Harvesting
Harvesting is the process of gathering ripe crops; that can be described as breaking objects into
two or more pieces at desired locations. This process has to be systematically controlled to
permit successful application of robotic hands and grasp theories in harvesting and avoiding
damage to the crop. The complete separation of an anisotropic beam such as a fruit stem
or a tree branch is difficult to model in general, since buckling and green-stick fracture in
biological beams complicate the process of snapping. Buckling and green-stick fracture result
from anisotropic nature of fiber cell along radial and tangential directions. [59].
As reported in the literature, robotic grasp encompasses a broad range of tasks from a
simple pick and place to more advanced assembly task such as circuit chips insertion. A com-
mon element among these tasks is the process of putting the object(s) together. In contrast,
in robotic harvesting, the primary goal is the failure and separation of the grasped objects at a
certain location. A suitable grasp for this special goal needs to be found based on a customized
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grasp evaluation method. The grasp evaluation method should be customized for addressing
the grasp tasks involving failure of the object.
1.2.1 Grasp Evaluation Method
A grasp task can be defined by considering the required external force set [19], which is sup-
posed to be balanced by contact forces applied by hand. A grasp evaluation method can index
a grasp based on the required grasp task. Holding a pen can be used as an example for task-
oriented grasp evaluation methods. The usual way to hold a pen while writing is placing the
fingertips close enough to the tip of the pen. Obviously, such grasp cannot easily resist forces
applied on the upper part of the pen. Hence, using the complete surface of the pen as a do-
main for evaluating grasp, based on external force resistance would result in a poor overall
stability for the grasp. One typical task-oriented grasp evaluation method is to choose a suit-
able task wrench space (TWS) and then measure how well it can be fitted into a grasp wrench
space (GWS) ([7], [25], [26], [40], and [48]). Due to computational complexity and difficulty
of modeling a task, there are few works that have considered the task information in grasp
planning ([7], [40], and [51]).
There is a challenge in obtaining TWS in reality since sensors are necessary to measure the
contact regions and contact forces in human demonstration. Hence, there are many works in
literature that try to empirically approximate the TWS rather than actually measure it. In [40],
Li and Sastry used a six-dimensional wrench space ellipsoid for better task approximation
which resulted in less computational complexity. TWS was approximated as a task polytope
by Haschke et al. [26]. A task can be defined using fundamental theories describing the task.
For example, material failure theories are used to describe a separation task (e.g., harvesting
fruit), or fluid dynamics for mass distribution of an object containing liquid (e.g., coffee cup).
The goal of a task definition is to compute maximum object wrench (force and torque) during
manipulation (e.g., as the fruit stem is bent or twisted, or the cup is tilted) to obtain optimized
contact forces for the intended task.
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1.2.2 Friction Modeling and Identification
Robotic manipulators use contact forces to grasp and manipulate objects. Hence, modeling of
the contact points is fundamental to analysis, design, planning, and control of a grasping task.
Contact forces may arise with friction. Friction can play a significant role to apply bending
moment, tension force, and torsion torque for manipulation. Contact points with friction are
necessary when form closure is not achievable. It is common in the literature to use Coulomb’s
law to model the dynamic friction force between the gripper and the object [4]. However,
friction in anisotropic materials such as fruits can vary significantly and cannot be characterized
using a single Coulomb’s friction coefficient.
Using various parameters for friction modeling can make the identification process to be
difficult and time-consuming. Humans perform friction identification in dealing with a new
object manipulation fast and efficient. Several studies demonstrate that humans adapt their
exploratory movements to improve information gained through mechanical stimulus and elicit
information using interactions [8, 64, 33]. A similar method for covering anisotropic behavior
of friction is needed to be studied without adding more complexity to the system. Such method
improves the grasp success rate dramatically.
1.3 Self-Adaptive Gripper Design
There is no automated design tools for gripper design. Usually, the knowledge and experience
of an expert are required to design new grippers [12]. Design solutions and guidelines for
gripper have appeared in [12], and [11]. Grippers can be classified concerning their task,
size, load, and actuator. Typically, the main property of a gripper is defined by its actuator.
The actuator for robot grippers are usually electric, pneumatic, hydraulic; or in some cases,
vacuum, magneto-rheological fluid and shape memory alloy, etc ([15], [63], and [46]). An
extensive review and discussion on different gripper types and design issues are done in [15].
An industrial gripper is mostly designed to manipulate only preplanned objects of similar
shape. Small changes in the object shape or weight require the gripper to be modified [30].
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There are industrial applications, such as agricultural harvesting in which the target objects,
i.e., crops have significant variations in shape and size. In the design of robotic hands, task
adaptation capability usually correlates with complex kinematic structures with a high number
of degrees of freedom, which may increase the size, control complexity and weight of the
device. In addition, in cases where the operation varies from one object to the other, grasp
configuration is different for each grasp scenario. Planning new grasp configurations requires
contact forces and locations to fulfill the task objectives toward accurate object placement and
damage avoidance. Addressing all of these challenges often increases the gripper size and
complexity. Tight conditions on space requirements, on the other hand, demand a compact
gripper design.
1.3.1 Underactuated Mechanism
Harvesting needs a mechanism which can passively adapt to the shape of different objects,
without requiring additional actuators and/or sophisticated control strategies. When a robotic
mechanism has fewer actuators than the degrees of freedom, it is known as an underactuated
mechanism. An underactuated robotic hand provides passive motions imposed by the object
geometry. The first widely known robotic underactuated prototype is Soft Gripper [29]. This
gripper consists of multi-links and a series of pulleys that are actuated by a pair of wires with
neither control nor feedback sensors. There are other underactuated fingers which are based on
tendon-actuated mechanism [17, 41, 9]. Most of the tendon-actuated mechanisms are limited to
small grasping forces that are deteriorated by friction and elasticity [5]. There are a number of
other important underactuation approaches for robotic hands, e.g., eigen-grasps [16], parallel
structure based [5] and adaptive synergies [10, 22]. Another transmission approach in under-
actuated fingers is based on linkage-actuated mechanism which is known to have structural
robustness and high force insertion capability [39].
The intrinsic ability of link-driven underactuated fingers to adapt themselves to the objects’
shape makes grasping of unknown geometries possible. In an underactuated power grasp, the
robotic hand wraps around the object and provides a robust grasp. An alternative approach in
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the design of an underactuated hand is to enable precision grasp. In this approach, the fingers
are designed such that the fingertips are mostly in contact with the object. In both cases, the
form adaptability of link-driven underactuated fingers is dictated by the shape of the object, not
by the motion of the actuator. In other words, since fingers have one actuator but several contact
forces, the contact forces are known to be uncontrollable and dependent. Hence, the knowledge
of contact forces becomes exceedingly important for evaluating a grasp for a particular task.
One such evaluation is to characterize a grasp based on the set of external wrenches that the
grasp can withstand during object manipulation. This is known as Grasp Wrench Space (GWS)
[6]. Having additional sensors for obtaining contact positions and forces becomes an integral
part of grasp synthesis.
1.3.2 Tactile Feedback
Tactile sensors can be used to acquire contact forces and positions [5], [18]. Tactile feedback
has a wide range of applications from robotic hand to teleoperated devices [65]. The data from
tactile sensors can serve in assessing grasp stability, performing object recognition, detecting
slippage, and detecting collisions [2, 47, 56]. Typically, tactile sensors, also known as robot
skins consist of an array of sensors that cover an area of a finger or hand to provide contact
positions and forces [24]. While robot skins provide an operative means of measuring forces
and positions, their construction is often sophisticated and prohibitively costly [34]. For these
reasons, the application of robot skins in practice has been somewhat limited. Another ap-
proach adopted in [3] takes advantage of negative torque compensation at the inter-phalanx
joints of the finger. This approach provides a rough estimation of the contact positions with no
information about forces.
1.4 Grasping Test-Bed
The effectiveness of proposed designs and theories can be verified through experimental results.
In literature, a newly designed gripper is usually tested by fixing it to a table or holding it by
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hand, and then new objects are fed to the gripper to demonstrate its features. There are works
that validate their methods by using industrial manipulators. Kuka Light-Weight Robot is used
to validate the proposed designs and theories. In most cases, communicating and programming
industrial robots for research purposes are tedious tasks. The programming burdens become
much more extensive when there are different data acquisition boards and hardware. All of
these devices need to be synchronized in a single software interface.
The Kuka lightweight robot (LWR) is the outcome of a research collaboration of Kuka
Roboter GmbH and the Institute of Robotics and Mechatronics at the German Aerospace Cen-
ter (DLR) [55]. This robot has unique features such as high payload ratio, active compliance,
and torque sensor feedback which enable researchers to exploit new robot applications. The
development of a software interface for Kuka robots has been investigated by several research
groups. The principal goal varies from taking away the tedious task of programming the com-
munication with robots to extending the controlling freedom of the researchers. An FRI soft-
ware interface with a simple user interface to the Kuka LWR which hides all communication
and set-up issues behind the interface is needed. Such software interface should provide essen-
tial functionalities for rapid prototyping new devices and sensors synchronously running with
Kuka robot.
Kuka Fast Research Interface (FRI) provides direct low-level real-time access to the Kuka
Robot Controller (KRC) at rates of up to 1 kHz. Kuka FRI is a response to the growing robotic
application development demand that is addressed by European Commission funded survey
BRICS [55]. Robotic applications mostly include implementing a haptic input device for aug-
mented reality, attaching a new hand, visual servoing, etc. Several projects considered solving
various issues with Kuka Robots communications independently. OpenKC is a control soft-
ware for Kuka light weight robot which is restricted to the use of Kuka.RobotSensorInterface
package [54]. A reverse engineering of Kuka Robot Language (KRL) is implemented to enable
programming of industrial robots on top of the general purpose language which has safety limi-
tations [45]. A collection of MATLAB functions for motion control of Kuka industrial robots is
introduced as Kuka Control Toolbox (KCT) [14]. KCT is tailored to the underlying controller
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and requires the use of the Kuka.Ethernet KRL XML package. Kuka Sunrise.Connectivity
is developed for Kuka light weight robots provides a collection of interfaces for influencing
robot motion at various process control levels, but it is not compatible with Kuka LWR IV.
JOpenShowVar is Java open-source cross-platform communication interface to Kuka indus-
trial robots; however, it is limited to soft real-time applications [53]. Robot Operating System
(ROS) is a collection of software frameworks for robot software development [49]. ROS is
designed to be as distributed and modular as possible, so that users can use as much or as little
of it as they desire. However, ROS is limited to the GNU/Linux Operating System. A similar
system to ROS for Kuka robot on Microsoft Windows is missing to be used for facilitating the
conducting of experiments.
1.5 Objectives
The chief objective of this thesis is building a compact and capable gripper which then en-
ables the implementing of the proposed grasp planner. A grasp planner which unlike other
existing algorithms is not computationally intensive and at the same time provides robustness
for breaking grasped objects at the desired location. Achieving this objective requires exten-
sive real-world testing which is dependent on a practical test-bed. Interfacing a commercial
manipulator and harnessing its capabilities toward conducting the proposed ideas are another
principal objective of this thesis.
1.5.1 Main contributions
Failure Task Definition
A new failure task definition is introduced to be used in grasp evaluation method. The set of
external wrench that is enough for failing an object is found using mechanical failure theories.
Mechanical failure theories are carefully selected for any types of material including brittle or
ductile for accurate failure behavior prediction.
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Optimized Failure Wrench
An innovative approach to the problem of motion constraints on robotic manipulator is pro-
posed. This problem is pervasive in robotic harvesting where either the cluster of fruits or
tight working space in indoor farming demand stringent limits on the motion. An optimization
method for finding a wrench sufficient for failing the object while does not require the robotic
manipulator to exceed any motion limits is provided.
Friction Modeling and Identification
A new friction identification process is proposed to measure friction parameters. The method
is fast and easy to implement. It consists of moving the gripper on the object in few different
directions to capture the anisotropic friction behavior of the object. The acquired frictional
data are used to formulate the gripper wrench insertion capability.
Failure Grasp Evaluation Method
A task-oriented grasp evaluation method considering the gripper capability and the optimized
failure wrench is proposed. Since the gripper capability is dependent on its actuation system,
both cases of the fully-actuated and under-actuated grippers are studied. Failure wrench is opti-
mized to be just enough for failing the grasped object at the desired location. The optimization
considers all motion constraints presented in the environment.
Contact Position and Force Estimation
A new approach is introduced for obtaining tactile information. The proposed approach is
based on combining the data obtained from a potentiometer and a load cell. The sensors are
carefully embedded in the finger structure to provide meaningful readings. Both experimen-
tally and theoretically, it is shown that the suggested approach is capable of contact position
estimation.
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Underactuation Formulation
A new modification for the formulation of the transmission matrix for an underactuation mech-
anism is provided. The new transmission matrix is used for the Jacobian matrix derivation
which is needed for the proposed contact estimation method. Unprecedentedly in the un-
deractuation literature, the provided Jacobian matrix considers contact model, and it is also
applicable to both link-driven prismatic and revolute underactuated mechanisms.
Self-Adaptive Sensorized Finger
A new sensorized underactuated finger is designed, and 3D printed. The design logic for the
load cell placement is examined by stress analysis of the finger using FEM. The embedded load
cell not only enables the contact point estimation but also facilitates the grasp of fragile objects
such as egg. The grip robustness is visualized and evaluated by forming the Grasp wrench space
of the prototyped two-finger gripper. Furthermore, unknown object centroid approximation is
implemented via contact estimation, joint variable measurement, and self-adaptation of the
finger.
1.5.2 Thesis outlines
The rest of this thesis is organized as follows, while the overlap between chapters are inevitable
due to the integrated nature of the thesis.
Chapter 2 deals with the problem of purposefully failing (breaking) or yielding objects
by a robotic gripper. A definition of a failure task is first formulated using failure theories.
Next, a grasp quality measure is presented to characterize a suitable grasp configuration and
systematically control the failure behavior of the object. This approach combines information
about the task’s failure and the capability of the gripper for wrench insertion. To validate
the proposed evaluation method, experimental results using a KUKA LightWeight Robot IV
manipulator to break objects purposefully with different material properties are presented.
Chapter 3 presents the design and evaluation of a new sensorized underactuated self-adaptive
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finger. This design incorporates a two-degrees-of-freedom (DOF) link-driven underactuated
mechanism with an embedded load cell for contact force measurement and a trimmer poten-
tiometer for acquiring joint variables. The integration of these sensors results in tactile-like
sensations in the finger without compromising the size and complexity of the proposed de-
sign. The effectiveness of the proposed design is verified through experimental results that
demonstrate the grasp external wrench tolerance, shape adaptability, and tactile capability.
Chapter 4 presents an open-source software interface for integration of Kuka robot ma-
nipulators with peripheral tools and sensors, KUI: Kuka User Interface. KUI is developed
based on Kuka Fast Research Interface (FRI) which enables real-time control of the robot.
Simulink Desktop Real-TimeTMor any User Datagram Protocol (UDP) client can send real-
time commands to Kuka robot via KUI. In KUI, third-party tools can be added and controlled
synchronously with Kuka Light-Weight Robot (LWR). KUI is used to conduct all experiments
presented in this thesis.
Chapter 5 concludes this thesis and indicates new directions for future works.
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Chapter 2
Grasp Synthesis for Purposeful
Fracturing of Object
Parts of the material in this chapter are published in ”Advanced Intelligent Mechatronics
(AIM), 2016 IEEE International Conference on”, and ”The 2017 IEEE/RSJ International Con-
ference on Intelligent Robots and Systems (IROS), 2017, Vancouver, Canada.”, conditionally
accepted in ”Robotics and Autonomous Systems”, and submitted to ”The 2018 International
Conference on Robotics and Automation (ICRA), 2018, Brisbane, Australia.”
This chapter deals with the problem of purposefully failing (breaking) or yielding objects
by a robotic gripper. Robotic harvesting is considered as an application domain that motivates
this study. A definition of a failure task is first formulated using failure theories. Next, a grasp
quality measure is presented to characterize a suitable grasp configuration and systematically
control the failure behavior of the object. This approach combines the failure task and the
capability of the gripper for wrench insertion. The friction between the object and the grip-
per is used to formulate the capability of the gripper for wrench insertion. A new method
inspired by the human pre-manipulation process is introduced to utilize the gripper itself as
the measurement tool and obtain a friction model. The developed friction model is capable of
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capturing the anisotropic behavior of materials which is the case for most fruits and vegetables.
The evaluation method proposed in this study is formulated as a quasistatic grasp problem and
can include both fully-actuated and under-actuated grippers. To validate the proposed evalua-
tion method, experimental results using a KUKA LightWeight Robot IV manipulator to break
objects purposefully with different material properties are presented.
2.1 Introduction
Harvesting is the process of gathering ripe crops that can be described as breaking objects into
two or more pieces at a desired location. This process has to be systematically controlled to
permit successful application of robotic hands and grasp theories in harvesting and avoiding
damage to the crop (see Fig. 2.1). The complete separation of an anisotropic beam such as
a fruit stem or a tree branch is difficult to model in general, since buckling and green-stick
fracture in biological beams complicate the process of snapping. Buckling and green-stick
fracture result from anisotropic nature of fiber cell along radial and tangential directions. [23].
Nevertheless, a grasp evaluation method is proposed to systematically study the process of
failure by taking into consideration the mechanical and physical properties of the material.
Over the last four decades, significant contributions have been made in the field of robotic
grasping [10, 3, 19, 4]. As reported in the literature, robotic grasp encompasses a broad range
of tasks from a simple pick and place to more advanced assembly task such as circuit chips
insertion. A common element among these tasks is the process of putting the object(s) to-
gether. In contrast, in robotic harvesting, the primary goal is the failure and separation of the
grasped objects at a certain location. To the best of our knowledge, there is no investigation
on grasp planning to fail or separate a grasped object purposefully. The studies that emphasize
on avoiding deflection and/or slippage of the object [24, 26, 15, 21] ignore the individual ef-
fects of bending, tension, or torsion on the object which is essential for obtaining an accurate
characterization of grasp task intended for object failure.
A grasp task can be characterized by a set of expected wrenches that the grasp must with-
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Figure 2.1: Harvesting a tomato using a robotic gripper while avoiding damage to the crop
and its neighbours. Systematic object failure at the origin denoted by, O, within maximum
allowable object twist denoted by Θ and maximum allowable object deflection denoted by ∆.
stand while being manipulated [7]. A task polytope can be defined using all these wrenches
[5] known as Task Wrench Space (TWS). A TWS can be approximated by an ellipsoid [13]
or a convex polytope [29]. The TWS can be used to evaluate the quality of the grasp. For
instance, a well-known task-oriented grasp metric is to choose an appropriate TWS such that
it is well inscribed within the grasp wrench tolerance [9]. The core of the proposed approach
involves computing the maximum force that can be applied to a grasped object so as to yield
a tensile object or fracture a brittle object while optimizing contact forces and analyzing force
capabilities of the gripper. To this end, a new definition of the failure task using mechanical
failure theories is proposed and it is used to evaluate the grasp so as to measure how well the
TWS conforms with the capabilities of the gripper. The grasp capability is formulated using
wrench insertion capability of the gripper and the friction between the gripper and object. Fric-
tion can play a major role and to apply bending moment, tension force, and torsion torque,
contact points with friction are necessary when form closure is not achievable. It is common
in the literature to use Coulomb’s law to model the dynamic friction force between the gripper
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and the object [3]. However, friction in anisotropic materials such as fruits can vary signif-
icantly and cannot be characterized using a single Coulomb’s friction coefficient. Thus, an
anisotropic friction model is considered and a method is proposed to identify the parameters
of this model. The method is inspired by the approach used by humans. Several studies have
demonstrated that humans adapt their exploratory movements to improve information gained
through mechanical stimulus and elicit information using such interactions [6, 28, 11]. Inspired
by this natural approach, the gripper itself is used as a friction measurement tool during object
manipulation. The contributions of this work are as follows:
• A new failure task definition is introduced to be used in grasp evaluation method. Me-
chanical failure theories are carefully selected for any brittle or ductile materials for
accurate failure behavior prediction.
• An innovative approach to the problem of motion constraints on robotic manipulator is
proposed. This problem is pervasive in robotic harvesting where either the cluster of
fruits or tight working space in indoor farming demand stringent limits on the motion.
An optimization method for finding a wrench sufficient for failing the object while does
not require the robotic manipulator to exceed any motion limits is provided.
• A new friction identification process is proposed to measure friction parameters. The
method is fast and easy to implement. It consists of moving the gripper on the object
in few different directions to capture the anisotropic friction behavior of the object. The
acquired frictional data are used to formulate the gripper wrench insertion capability.
• A task oriented grasp evaluation method considering the gripper capability and the op-
timized failure wrench is proposed. Since the gripper capability is dependent on its
actuation system, both cases of the fully-actuated and under-actuated gripper are consid-
ered.
The structure of this chapter is as follows: Section II provides a problem statement. Sec-
tion III presents formally defines a failure task in the context of robotic grasping. Section IV
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introduces the proposed grasp evaluation method intended for object failure. Section V eval-
uates the validity of the proposed approach using experimental results. Finally, Section VI
concludes the chapter and suggests future work.
2.2 Problem Statement
In this section, grasping an object with the intention of purposefully separating it or system-
atically failing it is formulated. Object failure refers to the separation of the object into two
or more pieces. This definition includes permanent distortion, geometric ruin, downgraded
reliability, or compromised function. Failure theories predict the conditions under which solid
materials fail under the action of external loads. The failure behaviour of a material is usually
classified into brittle failure (fracture) or ductile failure (yield). Failure theories provide criteria
which separate ”failed” states from ”unfailed” states.
Stress is defined as the value of force per unit area. The relative orientation of the force
vector to the surface normal determines the stress as normal or shear stress when the force
vector is normal or parallel to the surface, respectively. Stress can be regarded as a tensor
since it obeys standard coordinate transformation principles of tensors. A stress tensor has real
eigenvalues called principal stresses of the stress.
Applying stress on different materials produces an amount of deformation (strain) specific
to the material before failure. Figure 2.2 shows typical stress-strain relationship for ductile and
brittle materials. This figure shows that sufficient amount of stress will result in permanent
deformation or failure. For instance, many ductile materials including some metals, polymers,
and ceramics exhibit a linear stress-strain relationship prior to failing (yield point). As the
deformation increases, the material exhibits a nonlinear behavior characterized by yielding
strength denoted by S y and ultimate strength denoted by S u. Brittle materials exhibit different
stress-strain relations. For instance, many brittle materials including cast iron, glass, and stone,
are characterized by the fact that fracture occurs without any noticeable prior change in the rate
of strain [2]. Thus, the ultimate strength and yielding strength are the same in brittle materials.
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Figure 2.2: A typical stress-strain diagram for ductile and brittle materials. S y is yielding
strength, and S u is the ultimate strength. Note that the ultimate strength of brittle material is
not necessarily less than the ultimate strength of ductile material.
The material information is necessary for a failing process to systematically control the set
of wrenches that are inserted by the robotic gripper on the object. The set of wrenches required
for the task (failure task wrench set) is generated by the forces applied at contact points. The
goal is to insert contact forces which are transformed properly to the point of interest, i.e., the
failing point. For example, to fail the object shown in Fig. 2.3 at point O, the wrench resulted
from mapping all contact forces at {c1, ...,cnc} to the point O must be enough for failing the
object.
The material failure information is combined with conventional robotic grasp formulation.
A widely used assumption in robot grasp planning is the quasistatic assumption [8, 12]. This
assumption requires parts to move sufficiently slow such that all inertial effects are negligible.
The Quasistatic model of the grasp is represented as,
w = −G f (2.1)
where w ∈ R6 is the wrench exerted on the object by gravity and/or external sources, G ∈ R6×3nc
is the Grasp matrix, f ∈ R3nc is the contact force vector, and G f is the total wrench applied
to the object by the hand. The Grasp matrix maps transmitted contact forces and moments to
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Figure 2.3: Mapping between the forces and moments (with roi arm) applied at nc contact
points (c1 to cnc) and the wrenches applied to the object at O. Also mapping between the
moments of jk applied by nq joints of the gripper and the transmitted contact forces at nc
contact points.
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the set of wrenches that the hand can apply to the object’s origin. In doing so, the arm vector,
roi associated with each contact point is used to obtain the moments (see Fig. 2.3). For failing
the object shown in Fig. 2.3, one needs to obtain contact forces that after being mapped to
the origin result in a balance with the object reaction wrenches. Additionally, internal forces
must not exceed a certain amount to avoid any damages on the object. The null space of the
Grasp matrix (N(G)) represents a subspace containing internal forces. These internal forces
result in wrench intensity but not object motion. It can be easily shown that internal forces are
controllable by joint actions if and only ifN(G)∩N(JT ) = 0 where J is the Jacobian matrix of
the hand.
A general solution of (2.1) represents contact forces that are mapped to the origin and result
in a balance with the object reaction wrenches, i.e.,
f = −G+w + Aξ (2.2)
where G+ is assumed to be right inverse of Grasp matrix, and A ∈ R3nc×g is a matrix whose
column spans the subspace ofN(G), withN(JT ) excluded, and ξ ∈ Rg is a free g-vector which
parametrizes the homogeneous solution. The homogeneous part can be used for controlling
the amount of squeezing of the object to avoid possible damages. This formulation represents
a robotic hand which is locked around an object, e.g., a fruit to be harvested. When the inertial
terms are negligible due to slow motions, the hand and object can be considered as a single
load attached to the end-effector of the manipulator. The contact forces are continually being
adjusted according to the external wrenches, such as gravity or the wrenches exerted by the
stem in the case of harvesting.
Suitable contact forces for synthesizing a successful harvesting are highly dependent on the
knowledge of the friction at contact points. It is assumed that the grasp consists of any number
of hard contacts with friction. In the presence of friction, the contact force used in formulating
(2.2) can deviate from the vector pointing in the direction of the inward surface normal. Hence,
contact forces can be adjusted more freely. However, friction modeling of anisotropic materials
such as crops is more challenging. Most epidermal cells of the aerial parts of the higher plants,
e.g., fruits and their stems are covered with cuticle membrane (CM) which is a mixture of
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homologous series of aliphatic [16]. This material causes the mechanical properties, as well
as the frictional behavior of such materials change with respect to direction as well as other
factors such relative humidity and temperature. These variations in friction become important
in formulating grasp tasks considered in this work including harvesting. Unfortunately, it is
very difficult, if not impossible to capture all variations of friction. For the purpose of grasp
evaluation and grasp adjustment, this chapter proposes a practical method that uses the gripper
itself as a pre-manipulation tool to obtaining sufficient knowledge of the friction necessary for
the intended task, i.e., a failure task.
Based on KreinMilman theorem, vertices of convex hull that bound the space of task
wrenches can be used for defining a grasping task. To this effect, a set of extreme wrenches can
be defined if the task requirements are known. For the harvesting case, the extreme wrenches
are the result of the reaction forces exerted by the stem during separation. Depending on the
specific reaction behavior of a biological beam, which can vary from brittle to ductile, the fail-
ure task can be defined. There are cases in harvesting that the stem acts in a ductile manner
and cannot be snapped easily. Hence, the failing task formulation here is broadened to include
all types of materials.
2.3 Failure Grasp Task Definition
In this chapter, failure is defined as a brittle part is separated into two or more pieces and
a ductile part becomes permanently distorted. Failure theories help mechanical designers to
immunize their designs from failure. These theories provide the minimum principal stresses
which are just enough to fail the part. These theories are conservative to not allow reaching
the object stress tolerance. In this chapter, failure theories are used to ensure minimum effort
for purposefully failing a beam. The keyword here is minimum effort, since for the harvesting
task, it can guarantee the health of the harvested crops by avoiding bruises or squishing forces.
There are several theories for each type of material (ductile or brittle) formulating the failure
behavior. A selection of these theories are made based on the following assumptions,
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• A material that normally is considered as ductile fails in a ductile manner.
• All materials are considered to have equal ultimate strengths in tension and compression.
• A beam with any general profile requires less stress to fail than a virtual cylinder from
the same material covering it.
The first assumption is valid when there are no cracks in the object, and manipulation tem-
perature is higher than the transition temperature which prevents sudden brittle fracture of the
so-called ductile material. Yielding a ductile object can ultimately cause cracks in it [22]. The
interest in considering the ductile materials here is based on the fact that if a biological beam
acts initially in a ductile manner, it can then snap in a brittle manner after yielding. The second
assumption is used for the sake of simplicity even though there are rare cases in which ultimate
strengths in tension and compression are unequal (e.g., magnesium alloys). The third assump-
tion is for generalizing the target object profile. This assumption guarantees object’s failure
by considering a virtual cylinder that circumscribes the object’s profile, requiring larger stress
than the object.
2.3.1 Ductile Material
For ductile behavior, the selected criterion is the distortion-energy theory. Maximum shear
stress theory [20] and ductile Coulomb-Mohr theory [20] are not applied since the former is too
conservative and the latter is suitable for unequal yield strengths. The distortion-energy theory,
on the other hand, predicts yielding for both tension or compression of the same material when
the distortion strain energy per unit volume reaches or exceeds the distortion strain energy per
unit volume for yielding. Mathematically, this theory is described using the von Mises stress,
σ′ which is defined as
σ′ =
√
σ2A−σAσB +σ2B (2.3)
where σA, and σB are principal stresses. Based on this theory, yielding occurs when von Mises
stress is larger than yielding strength (S y).
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2.3.2 Brittle Material
For brittle behavior, modified Mohr is chosen over brittle Coulomb-Mohr [20] theory, since it
is less conservative. The modified Mohr theory states that failure occurs whenever one of the
principal stresses equals or exceeds the ultimate strength which can be written as
σA ≥ S u or σB ≤ −S u (2.4)
where S u is the ultimate strength.
2.3.3 Task Requirements
To be able to apply normal and shear stresses by a normal-size conventional robot hand, the
stresses applied by the hand are leveraged to result in the highest impact on the part. The
bending stress for a circular beam subjected to a bending moment, Mb, can be obtained as,
σn =
Mbc
I
(2.5)
where I is the second moment of area, and c is the radius of outer beam surface.
The shear stress resulted by twisting moment, Mt, acting on the same beam is given by
σt =
Mtc
P
(2.6)
where P is the polar second moment of area.
In object failure, task wrenches are generated by the object reaction undergoing stress. The
failing or yielding wrench vector, expressed as wy = [0,0,0, Mb,0, Mt], needs to be large enough
such that it results in normal stress (2.5) and shear stress (2.6), satisfy the distortion-energy the-
ory and modified Mohr theory for ductile, and brittle materials, respectively. Mathematically,
Proposition 1 Wrench vector wy fails or yields a ductile object if σ′ > S y.
Proposition 2 Wrench vector wy fails or yields a brittle object if σA ≥ S u or σB ≤ −S u.
Note that the grasp configuration can be changed and any wrench can be mapped to the point
of interest; hence, planar principal stresses have only been considered without the loss of gen-
erality.
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2.3.4 Task Optimization
In harvesting, there are cases of fruit clusters in which picking one fruit can damage surround-
ing ones. Hence, the grasp planner must consider restrictions on applying normal and shear
stresses. An optimized wy can be considered for the object in order to apply needed torque
and moment to fail the object and at the same time avoid violating constraints on the amount
of twist and deflection. Using Castigliano’s theorem [20], maximum deflection results from
moment Mb in (2.5) is given by,
δ =
Mb
kn
(2.7)
where kn = 2EIl2 is the bending stiffness, l is the length of the beam, and E is the Young’s modulus
of elasticity. Similarly, the maximum angle of twist results from moment Mt in (2.6) is given
by,
θ =
Mt
kt
(2.8)
where kt = RPl is the torsional stiffness, R is modulus of rigidity, and θ is measured in radian.
Defining ∆ as the maximum allowable deflection and Θ as the maximum allowable twist
(see Fig. 2.1), from (2.7) and (2.8) and using failure theories for ductile and brittle objects, the
optimized wrench for failing the object is obtained as follows,
minimize:
Mb,Mt
‖w(Mb, Mt)‖
subject to: δ(Mb) ≤ ∆
θ(Mt) ≤ Θ
σ′ > S y for ductile objects.
σA ≥ S u or σB ≤ −S u for brittle objects.
(2.9)
According to the experiments, bending produces a larger portion of failing or yielding stress
with less deflection since it is primarily leveraged with the length of the beam. One notable
exception is when the volume of the fruit, e.g., tomato, provides a long arm for applying torsion
to the stem which results in relatively larger shear stress. Assuming the object shown in Fig. 2.3
is a fruit to be broken at the point O, one can easily show that the large moment arm vector, roi,
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provides high leverage for twisting. In such cases, the shear stress results from twisting will be
comparable, if not larger than bending normal stress.
2.4 Grasp Planning Method
A fully defined failure task can enable grasp planning. Given the locations of interest for
the fracture, there are a small number of candidates for the grasp. The solution space can be
narrowed down by considering the capability of the gripper among the remaining candidates.
The capability of the gripper is dictated by the saturation limits of the actuators and the contact
friction.
2.4.1 Friction Identification
Contact points with friction are necessary for applying tangential force and avoiding slippage.
It is assumed that a grasped object is rigid and that the grasp consists of any number of hard
contacts with friction. A rigid-body model is simple and appropriate for problems involving
parts with low to moderate contact forces. In contrast, this type of modeling is not capable of
describing large deformations due to large contact forces. To analyze the object deformations,
one must introduce compliance into the contact model or use three-dimensional finite-element
models [27]. Despite their accuracy, these models entail difficult numerical procedures and are
computationally complex. The complexity of numerical models discourages the application of
these types of models, particularly during grasp control. A hard contact model, on the other
hand, can provide a computationally efficient trade off between identifying anisotropic friction
behavior and the accuracy of the resulting model.
Contact forces, in the presence of friction, deviate from z-axis pointing in the direction of
the inward surface normal (see Fig. 2.4(a)). Coulomb’s law of friction is a common model for
describing friction. If contact forces obey the Coulomb friction model, then they form the space
of all admissible contact forces as a circular cone with opening angle 2tan−1(µ), where µ is the
coefficient of friction. In other words, this model states the relation between the tangential
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component of a contact force, fti, and its normal component, fni, i.e., ‖ fti‖ = µ‖ fni‖.
y
z
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Figure 2.4: For contact forces that obey the Coulomb friction model, they must be inside the
friction cone. (a) Side view of a hard contact with friction, together with its coordinate system.
(b) A friction cone which is approximated by a five-sided pyramid.
Coulomb friction model is not suitable for robotic harvesting due to high anisotropic be-
havior of crops. Therefore, a new friction model is proposed that captures such anisotropies
using experimental friction data as follows,
‖ fti‖ = uT
µxx µxyµxy µyy
u‖ fni‖ (2.10)
where u is the normalized 2D velocity direction, and µxx,µyy, and µxy are three friction coef-
ficients along x and y directions as well as coupling between them. This model addresses the
anisotropic frictional behavior of the object such as high latitudinal friction in a Wood beam
surface due to the longitudinal orientation of its fiber cells [17]. This model is considered to
be a cone whose base is not restricted to a circle and can vary in different directions (u). The
proposed model is not computationally intensive and is obtainable during a pregrasp procedure.
Identification of µxx,µyy, and µxy in (2.10) require at least three different sets of data. Similar
to the approach utilized by a human encountering a new object, a method is suggested in which
the gripper is used to identify object’s friction by touching the surface of the object. The gripper
starts inserting a small amount of normal contact force, ‖ fni‖ while moving and measuring the
reaction forces, ‖ fti‖. The contact force is considered to be small to avoid damage to the object.
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The process is repeated at least in three different directions on the object to identify all three
friction coefficients.
2.4.2 Grasp Wrench Space
The ability of wrench exertion is highly dependant on friction. Assuming the value of the
wrench that needs to be applied to the object is known, one must express this wrench in terms
of the friction forces and associated normal contact forces. To this end, the nonlinear friction
cone is often approximated with an ns-sided pyramid (see Fig 2.4(b)). A given contact force
is then decomposed as a positive linear combination of the force vectors spanning the ns-sided
friction pyramid, i.e.,
f =
n∑
i=1
αi fi, for αi ≥ 0 (2.11)
where each fi vector has unit z-component, and
ns∑
i=1
αi corresponds to the normal component of
the contact force. Each force vector fi results in an object wrench that makes up Grasp matrix.
The Grasp matrix can be seen as the column space of wrenches contributed by all contacts.
One of the most important properties of a grasp is its capability of inserting desired contact
forces in a given grasp configuration.
In grasp analysis, knowing the space of wrenches that can be applied to the object is always
a notion of interest. The grasp wrench space (GWS) is defined as the space of wrenches that
satisfies (2.1). This space is equal to the convex hull of Grasp matrix, which can be efficiently
computed using the Quickhull algorithm [14]. GWS is highly dependent on friction coefficient.
GWS for a force-closed grasp contains a neighborhood of the origin. To calculate GWS, the
friction cone approximated with an ns-sided pyramid is used. A pyramid with more sides gives
a more accurate triangulation and results in a better visual representation and higher accuracy
of GWS. However, for grasp evaluation purposes the approximation is made with less number
of sides which can dramatically change the computational intensity of the evaluation method.
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2.4.3 Grasp Evaluation Metric
In this section, a grasp evaluation index is introduced based on the grasp wrench space (grasp
capability). This index accounts for the specific actuation of the robotic hand using a trans-
mission matrix. A transmission matrix, T , is defined to relate actuators torque vector to joints
torque vector as follows,
t = T Tτ (2.12)
where τ ∈ Rnq is the torque vector for a robotic hand with nq joints, and t ∈ Rna is the torque
vector of na actuators. The definition represents generic actuation of the hand and can be
modified to represent a specific actuation form. In other words, the transmission matrix is a
unit matrix in a fully actuated hand whereas, in an under-actuated hand, the matrix can be
modified accordingly. The mapping from contact forces to the robot joint torques for a grasp
with nc contact points can be expressed as,
τ = J˜T f (2.13)
where J˜ ∈ R3nc×nq is the Jacobian matrix of a fully-actuated hand. The definition of the Ja-
cobian matrix is usually expanded for under-actuated mechanisms to include the transmission
matrix, J = J˜T [1]. A defective class of grasping occurs when certain contact forces produce
no actuation torques or vice versa. In other words, there are certain contact force vectors inside
the left null space of the Jacobian matrix (N(JT )) which cannot be generated by joint actions.
Any robotic hand with hard contact and friction can transfer three force components to
an object. The proposed friction model determines the tangential force components in any
direction according to the normal force. Knowing the saturation limits for the actuation and
having a friction model, one can obtain the maximum wrench that the robot hand can exert on
an object. Taking both the gripper grasp capability and task-oriented information into account,
the following grasp evaluation metric is proposed,
Q = min
i
∥∥∥w∗i ∥∥∥∥∥∥wi,y∥∥∥ , for i = 1, ...,nt (2.14)
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where w∗i is the maximum applicable wrench in i direction, wi,y is the i
th failing or yielding task
vector obtained in (2.9), and nt is the number of failing or yielding task vectors. This grasp
quality index requires repeated identification of the maximum wrench that can be applied by
the gripper to the object in the direction defined by a task vector.
In order to maximize an applicable wrench along a given direction, the problem is formu-
lated as a linear optimization problem in which ‖wi‖ is the value to be maximized subject to
(2.12), (2.13). The optimization problem can be expressed as follows,
maximize:
i
‖wi‖
subject to: di ‖wi‖−G f = 0
f ∈ N(G)
f <N(JT )
(2.15)
where di is defined as di ,
wi,y
‖wi,y‖ and all other variables are as defined previously. The first
constraint ensures that the applied wrench G f remains within the failing or yielding task vector
direction. The second constraint ensures that contact forces maintain within the friction cone
and result in internal forces. The third constraint ensures the controllability of the internal
forces to produce the desirable object wrench.
2.5 Results
To validate the proposed grasp quality metric and the friction identification method, failing of
both brittle and ductile objects were considered. Considering ductile materials is important
since it represents a large group of biological substrates that behave in this manner. Yielding
such materials eventually, leads to breaking them into pieces in a brittle manner. In other
words, yielding a ductile stem helps failing it afterward. A circular beam made of Steel was
considered as an extreme example of a ductile material.
A Wood square beam was also considered to demonstrate the validity of the approach
used for generalizing all beam profiles. The Wood beam was chosen to mimic the behavior
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of a tough stem and some of its important biological behaviors such as Greenstick fracture
and buckling. The complete failing process considering the probable Greenstick fracture was
implemented to show the grasping capability of the results. Lastly, failing a tomato stem was
conducted to show the validity of the grasp evaluation method in handling the variations of the
failure task from the one used to obtain the optimum wrench.
2.5.1 Experimental Setup
In a room with controlled humidity and temperature, mechanical properties for Steel, Wood,
and tomato were considered. Table 2.1 summarizes the properties of these objects in 40%
relative humidity and 21◦C. In [25], methods for measuring bending and torsional stiffness
were suggested, eliminating the need for knowing the object properties in advance. In this
chapter, it is assumed that the material properties and the location of fracture are given to the
grasp planner for the sake of simplicity. The target object was fixed from one end to the table
and the other end kept loose in the air. At each experiment, the gripper grasped the object above
the fixed point. The object was grasped with an under-actuated hand with two fingers. A robotic
arm was used to control the gripper’s orientation in order to follow a planar motion around the
fixed point. The robot arm was moved slowly to not violate the quasistatic conditions.
Kuka Light-Weight Robot (LWR) IV and a CRS Robotics under-actuated gripper were used
for conducting the experiments. Two load cells in each finger and an ATI 6-axis force/torque
sensor at the wrist were used for acquiring data (see Fig. 2.5(a)). A simple gripper and a finger
structure were intentionally selected to facilitate this study and the evaluations therein without
compromising the intended grasp scenario required for the study. The design of more enhanced
fingers is reported in [1]. The utilized finger structure is separately shown in Fig. 2.5(b). This
figure shows the finger tip that was in contact with the object. The contact region was a plate
screwed to the load cell. The load cell was also screwed to the finger fixture which was actuated
by the gripper. The configuration allowed to measure contact forces using the load cell.
To exploit the capabilities of Kuka LWR controller along with peripheral tools and sensors,
an open-source KUKA UI was developed (https://github.com/mahyaret/KUKA-UI). This
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Steel round beam radius (m) 0.003
Steel Young’s modulus (N/m2) 207×109
Steel yield strength (N/m2) 220×106
Wood squire beam dimensions (m×m) 0.007×0.007
Wood Young’s modulus (N/m2) 8.9×109
Wood ultimate strength (N/m2) 40×106
Tomato outer radius (m) 0.035
Tomato stem radius (m) 0.0015
Tomato Young’s modulus (N/m2) 7.0×108
Tomato ultimate strength (N/m2) 30×106
Table 2.1: Properties of materials [20, 18, 16]
Finger Tip
Load cell
CRS Robotics Gripper
ATI 6-Axis Force/Torque Sensor
KUKA LWR IV
x
z
(a)
Contact region
Load cell
Finger fixture
Finger tip/
(b)
Figure 2.5: Experimental hardware setup. (a) Gripper and the force/torque sensor attached to
the manipulator. (b) Finger structure consisting of finger tip plate, load cell, and the fixture.
The contact region is the area on the finger tip which is in contact with the object.
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is a comprehensive computer interface that allows for seamless integration and synchronous
control of additional peripheral tools and third-party sensors with Kuka Controller. The pro-
gram was developed based on Kuka Fast Research Interface (FRI) to enable real-time control
of the robot. Type II Reflexxes Motion Library was used to generate an online trajectory for
Kuka LWR in different control modes.
CRS Robotics gripper is a planar under-actuated open/close gripper. The gripper has two
fingers that are actuated simultaneously with a single DC motor. In this 2D experimental
setting, the force-closure grasp was achieved assuming hard contact with friction. The Jacobian
and transmission matrices for this gripper are given by,
J =
0 0 0 −1 0 01 0 0 0 0 0

T
,T =
 1−1

The grasp matrix for this two contact point planar scenario is given by,
G =

1 0 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0

Internal forces which were in the null space of the Grasp matrix, excluding those within the
left null space of Jacobian matrix were obtained. These internal forces allowed to squeeze the
object without resulting in any object motion. The calculated internal forces are as follows,
A = [−0.7071,0,0,0.7071,0,0]T
Without losing generality, the Grasp matrix for all grasp scenarios was considered to be iden-
tical by assigning the origin of the reference frame at the yielding point of the object.
The gripper itself was used as the frictional test device. The robot fingers applied small
magnitude normal forces to the surface of the object while moving along the object surface in
different tangential directions (see Fig. 2.6). The normal forces were regulated using the load
cells embedded in the fingers. The tangential forces of the friction force were measured using
the ATI 6-axis force/torque sensor. In practice, normal forces produce chattering effects during
contact with hard surfaces due to unavoidable measurement noises. A PID controller enhanced
with Kalman filter was used to regulate normal forces.
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180◦
0◦
30◦
90◦
135◦
Figure 2.6: Tangential directions that the robot fingers apply low magnitude normal forces to
the surface of the object while attempting to move upward. Tangential direction of 30◦, 90◦,
and 135◦.
2.5.2 Experimental Results
Friction Identification
Different normal contact forces were regulated, and the tangential reaction forces were mea-
sured. Figure 2.7(a), (b), and (c) depicts measured friction forces of Steel, Wood, and Tomato
skin when different normal forces were applied by the fingers on the object while moving up-
ward along the surface of the object. The figures include the results of grasping the object at
different orientations, e.g., Figure 2.7(a) shows the results for 30◦, 90◦, and 135◦ orientations
for Steel, Figure 2.7(b) for 30◦, 60◦, and 135◦ orientations for Wood, and Figure 2.7(c) for 30◦,
90◦, and 120◦ orientations for Tomato skin. These figures provide a comparison of the fric-
tional behavior of the objects and validate the earlier assumption regarding the anisotropy of
friction forces. In particular, friction forces in the tomato skin experiment showed significant
changes for different orientations. Steel and Wood, on the other hand show more homogeneous
behavior as expected. These experiments substantiated the importance of frictional tests. In
fact, without frictional data, the friction coefficient estimation is far from accurate.
The normal and tangential forces were used to obtain friction coefficients. Different friction
coefficients for the examined materials are provided in Tab. 2.7. One can note that µxy can
be negative while the matrix [µxx,µxy;µxy,µyy] remains positive definite. The highest friction
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Figure 2.7: (a) Anisotropic behavior of the friction in a Steel beam. (b) Anisotropic behavior
of the friction in a Wood beam. (c) Anisotropic behavior of the friction in tomato. (d) Steel
beam friction model validation at 60◦. (e) Wood beam friction model validation at 90◦. (f)
Tomato surface friction model validation at 120◦. (g) Steel beam friction cone. (h) Wood
beam friction cone. (i) Tomato surface friction cone. (j) Steel beam normalized grasp wrench
space using 15-sided pyramid friction. (k) Wood beam normalized grasp wrench space using
15-sided pyramid friction. (l) Tomato normalized grasp wrench space using 15-sided pyramid
friction.
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(a) (b)
(c)
Figure 2.8: Grasp planner results for Steel beam, Wood beam, and tomato. The intended
yielding location is color-coded by the value of grasp evaluation metric. Grasp evaluation
values and their friction-dependent variations for (a) Steel, (b) Wood, and (c) tomato. The
grasp evaluation metric suggests the optimal orientation for applying torsion.
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direction provides important information for choosing the orientation of the grasp. To validate
the identified friction model additional experiments using different normal forces than those
used for model identification were conducted. Normal forces in new orientations were applied
and the corresponding reaction forces were measured. The results were then compared with
those predicted by the identified model. The results of these experiments are summarized in
Fig. 2.7(d), (e), and (f). As seen, the applied contact (normal) forces used in the experiments
were two times larger than those used for identification and the orientation of the gripper was
chosen to be different than those used for initial measurements. The data shows relatively
good match, validating the accuracy of the friction model and its capability of handling the
anisotropic behavior of the object.
Material µxx µxy µyy
Steel 0.2031 -0.0073 0.2106
Wood 0.2255 -0.0436 0.2639
Tomato 0.1749 0.0272 0.3322
Table 2.2: Friction constants
The Anisotropic behavior of the object results in having different friction coefficients in dif-
ferent directions. As such, the friction cones for such objects do not follow the typical circular
form of the friction cone for isotropic materials (see Fig. 2.4(b) as an example). Figs 2.7(g),
(h), and (i) show the variations of the friction cone from a circular shape corresponding to the
values of the friction constants. The shapes of these cones depend on other parameters and can
vary with changes in the humidity and temperature of biological beams. These observations
clearly show the importance and necessity of the proposed friction identification method that
is capable of capturing the variations of the friction in particular in biological objects.
The proposed identification method can serve as an initial object assessment for obtaining
friction parameters that can then be used for grasp planning. The process is intended to be fast
and avoid damages to the object surface.
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Gripper Capability
To demonstrate the capabilities of the gripper, the grasp wrench space, GWS was calculated
using all admissible forces that were inside the friction cone (see Fig. 2.7(j), (k), and (l)). The
friction cones were used for the three selected materials in this study (i.e., Steel, Wood, and
tomato skin) to obtain GWS in each case. The friction cones were approximated to have 15
sides each. A two-contact point grasp configuration was considered so as to reflect the structure
of the CRS robotic gripper. Figure 2.7(j), (k), and (l) show the grasping capability of the gripper
for the applied normalized wrench.
The anisotropy of the friction forces is clearly reflected in the asymmetrical shape of the
two-contact point GWS. Also, as seen, the GWS for all three materials contain a neighborhood
of the origin, showing the force-closure properties of the grasp which allows withstanding any
external forces using an appropriate contact force. For instance, if the contact forces applied to
the Steel beam are regulated to be 10N, the grasp configuration can then tolerate up to 2N of
an external force in z-direction (see Fig. 2.7(j)).
The results shown in these figures are rather intuitive but they highlight the importance of
considering these results during grasp planning and control. The results show that a grasp with
higher friction can counterbalance greater external forces. Moreover, if an object is held in
areas where it has higher friction, these areas can provide more stable grasp against external
disturbances.
Grasp Planner
The grasp planner proposed earlier in (2.14) can quantify suitable grasps. The inputs of the
grasp planner are the GWS, task information, and the fracture location, and its output are the
distinguished areas optimum for applying failure stress. The GWS expresses gripper capabili-
ties using measured friction forces and task information in this case was obtained using (2.9).
The fracture location was randomly selected on the object. The grasp planner ensures that
by obtaining the calculated grasp configuration, the manipulation process can be conducted
without any slippage or unexpected object damage.
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Based on the task information, the grasp planner showed different levels of dependencies on
the friction. Twisting an object required higher normal forces and frictions in comparison with
the bending of the object. The reason for this result lies in the fact that in the current system
the gripper’s pose can be configured such that the bending wrench vector remains inside the
Grasp matrix null space. As mentioned earlier, the null space of Grasp matrix is the subspace
of internal forces that result in wrench intensity with no object motions. Hence, by avoiding in-
hand object motions, the grasp planner can achieve a desired outcome without relying heavily
on the friction forces.
The grasp planner output for the Steel beam is shown in Figure 2.8(a). The grasp planner
value is normalized and color-coded in this figure. The areas with red color correspond to the
highest evaluation index. These areas are intuitively suitable for bending since they provide
the largest leverage on yielding stress. The friction variations are also included in Fig. 2.8(a).
There is a negligible change in grasp planner output with respect to the direction of the applied
force. This is due to the fact that bending moment has a much larger effect on yielding the
beam without much reliance on friction than the shear stress. The target point for yielding
the beam was selected randomly. A maximum arm for the bending moment of 5mm was
considered. This limitation forces the grasp planner to use only 5mm leverage for applying
bending moment. This small length was considered intentionally to address the tight space
requirement imposed by the conditions of the farming environment.
The grasp planner output for the Wood beam is shown in Fig. 2.8(b). A similar process as
the one applied to the Steel beam was repeated for a virtual cylindrical beam that approximate
the square profile of the Wood beam. Fig. 2.8(b) shows the results of the grasp planner similar
to those obtained for the Steel beam. As seen, there is a negligible change in grasp planner
output with respect to the direction of the applied force since bending moment in the Wood
beam is also a major contributing factor to yielding the object. A maximum 30mm arm for
bending moment was considered since the Wood beam was much thicker than Steel beam
(130%) requiring much higher bending moment to yield. This arm is still small enough to be
applicable to harvesting scenarios. The similarities of the results for the Wood and Steel beams
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are due to the heavier reliance of both cases on the bending moment.
The grasp planner output for the tomato is shown in Fig. 2.8(c). The results are shown
in similar color-coded format. In other words, the most effective grasp areas are those shown
in red. This figure indicates that applying torsion is the most effective way of harvesting.
The result is intuitive given that fact that the comparatively large fruit size provides a larger
arm for applying torsional moment and dominating the effect of shear stress. In other words,
in this case the shape of the fruit itself dictates the leverage required for failing the stem.
Fig. 2.8(c) clearly shows that the stem itself has a much lower value of grasp index (blue color)
in comparison to the body of the tomato that provides a much better leverage for twisting
(red color). Also, as expected, the areas with lower friction require larger normal forces that
those with higher friction. However, larger normal forces can result in unwanted damage when
dealing with a perishable material such as fruit and vegetables. For tomato, the approximate
fruit size was fed to the planner, in addition to the target beam dimensions which was the stem
of the fruit. As seen, the proposed planner does not require high accuracy object model; rather
it uses approximate boundary representation of the object. In agricultural robotics, the main
topological items are known for the potentially ripped crops.
Failure Validation
Based on the results from the grasp planner suitable areas for grasping as well as the strategy
for failing the object were determined. These grasp sets were validated by applying the fail-
ure stress on the object and investigating whether the grasp was capable of withstanding the
stress and maintaining its configuration. In these experiments, the gripper (i.e., CRS Robtics)
grasped the object at points defined by the grasp planner. The gripper and the object were
considered as a single load attached to the end-effector of the robot arm (Kuka LWR IV). The
robot moved in the direction suggested by the planner until failure occurred. All contact forces
were continually adjusted according to the external wrenches during this process.
For Wood and Steel beams, the grasp planner results suggested bending rather than twist-
ing as an effective method and it also specified that bending should be done from the longest
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distance possible from the target point. A maximum distance of 5mm for Steel beam and 30mm
for the Wood beam was considered. The determined wrenches were applied at these distances
until the Wood beam snapped and Steel beam yielded. Figure 2.9 depicts the measured reaction
contact forces while failing these objects. Comparing this figure with Fig. 2.2, shows that by
continuously orienting the gripper (as a function of time) around the predetermined yielding
location, larger reaction contact forces, as shown in Fig. 2.9(a), were measured. The experi-
ment was continued until the distortion became permanent and the resisting moment dropped.
The normal stress in this process for the Steel beam is 2.4770×108N/m2 which is larger than
its yielding strength. As for the Wood beam, snapping occurred after the Greenstick fracture
was observed as shown in Fig. 2.9(b). As seen in this figure, the contact forces slightly drop
shortly before the final drop of the grasp contact forces. The normal stress for the Wood beam
was calculated as 4.3163×107N/m2 which is more than its ultimate strength.
For the case of detaching the tomato fruit from its stem, the grasp planner results suggested
to apply torsion rather than bending. There are several directions in 3D space for applying
torsion on the tomato. Since, the friction in tomato skin was shown to be anisotropic, applying
contact forces in certain directions could raise the possibility of slippage. As such, the grasp
planner used the friction model data to calculate the best orientation for applying torsion. Based
on these observations, the robot was commanded to twist the tomato around its stem. No
slippage was observed, and the grasped object, i.e., tomato remained locked in the gripper. The
shear stress for tomato torsion was measured at 3.4368×107N/m2.
It is worth noting that the grasp planner considers contact forces magnitude to comply with
friction force requirements and damage avoidance. For instance, it is possible to apply higher
contact forces and torsion in directions not recommended by grasp planner. In that case, one
would probably be successful in failing the object; however, the object could be damaged due
to excessive contact forces.
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Figure 2.9: Failure test results. (a) Yielding Steel beam by means of permanently distorting it.
(b) Failing Wood beam by means of breaking it to pieces. The Greenstick fracture behavior
can be explained by anisotropy between the radial and tangential directions. (c) Failing tomato
by means of harvesting it from its stem.
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2.6 Conclusions
This chapter considered the problem of purposefully failing/yielding an object. A grasp plan-
ner designed for this purpose was introduced. A planner which combined the capabilities of
the gripper and the mechanical properties of the target object was introduced to provide the
best grasp candidates for the object failure. It was shown via mechanical failure theories and
experimental results that bending produced more effective failure stress when the twisting arm
was comparatively short, or friction was not enough. On the other hand, it was shown that
when a large twisting arm was available, torsion could be more effective especially when there
were space restrictions for bending the object. For instance, in robotic harvesting, where fruits
provide a long twisting arm around the stem, torsion can be more efficient compared to bend-
ing to avoid damaging other surrounding fruits. While these results are intuitive and match the
proposed heuristic approach in harvesting, they highlight and validate the effectiveness of the
proposed grasp planner in obtaining optimum solution based on current measured data.
Given the important role that friction plays in failure grasp, an enhanced friction model
was proposed. In the proposed method, the target object was examined before grasping for
measuring the friction between the gripper and the object (for better understanding watch:
https://youtu.be/4XH8ZRJO_b8). The friction modeling and measurement experiments
allowed us to predict the capability of the gripper for torsion torque insertion required in twist-
ing an object. The proposed model is able to capture more complex frictional behavior such as
anisotropy which is the case for most agricultural products. Since temperature and humidity
can also change friction, the proposed friction identification method is proved to be an im-
portant means of obtaining appropriate data for more accurate grasp planning. The proposed
approach uses gripper in a similar way humans use their hands to elicit mechanical properties
of new materials.
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Chapter 3
Development and Grasp Analysis of a
Sensorized Underactuated Finger
Parts of the material in this chapter are published in ”The 2017 IEEE/RSJ International Con-
ference on Intelligent Robots and Systems (IROS), 2017, Vancouver, Canada.”, and condition-
ally accepted in ”IEEE/ASME Transactions on Mechatronics.”
This chapter presents the design and evaluation of a new sensorized underactuated self-
adaptive finger. This design incorporates a two-degrees-of-freedom (DOF) link-driven under-
actuated mechanism with an embedded load cell for contact force measurement and a trimmer
potentiometer for acquiring joint variables. The integration of these sensors results in tactile-
like sensations in the finger without compromising the size and complexity of the proposed
design. To obtain an optimum finger design, the placement of the load cell is analyzed using
Finite Element Method (FEM). The design of the finger features a particular rounded shape of
the distal phalanx and specific size ratio between the phalanxes to enable both precision and
power grasps. A quantitative evaluation of the grasp efficiency is provided by constructing a
grasp wrench space. The effectiveness of the proposed design is verified through experimen-
tal results that demonstrate the grasp external wrench tolerance, shape adaptability, and tactile
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capability.
3.1 Introduction
An industrial gripper is mostly used to manipulate only preplanned objects of similar shape.
Small changes in the object shape or weight require the gripper to be modified [13]. There are
industrial applications, such as agricultural harvesting in which the target objects, i.e., crops
have significant variations in shape and size. In the design of robotic hands, task adaptation
capability usually correlates with complex kinematic structures with a high number of degrees
of freedom, which may increase the size, control complexity and weight of the device. In ad-
dition, in cases where the operation varies from one object to the other, grasp configuration is
different for each grasp scenario. Planning new grasp configurations requires contact forces
and locations to fulfill the task objectives toward accurate object placement and damage avoid-
ance. Addressing all of these challenges often increases the gripper size and complexity. Tight
conditions on space requirements, on the other hand, demand for a compact gripper design. In
this chapter, an underactuated finger design is proposed which provides tactile-like feedback
information without compromising the size and complexity.
A mechanism which can passively adapt to the shape of different objects, without requiring
additional actuators and/or sophisticated control strategies is needed. When a robotic mecha-
nism has fewer actuators than the degrees of freedom, it is known as an underactuated mech-
anism. An underactuated robotic hand provides passive motions imposes by the object ge-
ometry. The first widely known robotic underactuated prototype is Soft Gripper [12]. This
gripper consists of multi-links and a series of pulleys that are actuated by a pair of wires with
neither control nor feedback sensors. There are other underactuated fingers which are based on
tendon-actuated mechanism [8, 17, 5]. Most of the tendon-actuated mechanisms are limited to
small grasping forces that are deteriorated by friction and elasticity [3]. There are a number
of other important underactuation approaches for robotic hands, e.g., eigen-grasps [7], parallel
structure based [3] and adaptive synergies [6, 10]. Another transmission approach in under-
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(a) (b)
Figure 3.1: Two different actuation approaches of a 2-DOF underactuated finger. (a) actuation
using a revolute joint, and (b) actuation using prismatic joint.
actuated fingers is based on linkage-actuated mechanism which is known to have structural
robustness and high force insertion capability [15]. Fig. 3.1 shows two implementations of
single actuation using revolute and prismatic joints with generalized torque distribution among
two phalanges. In this chapter, the design, development, and evaluation of a sensorized finger
based on link-driven actuation mechanism are presented.
The intrinsic ability of link-driven underactuated fingers to adapt themselves to the objects’
shape makes grasping of unknown geometries possible. In an underactuated power grasp, the
robotic hand wraps around the object and provides a robust grasp. An alternative approach in
the design of underactuated hand is to enable precision grasp. In this approach, the fingers are
designed such that the fingertips are mostly in contact with the object. In both cases, the form
adaptability of link-driven underactuated fingers is dictated by the shape of the object, not by
the motion of the actuator. In other words, since fingers have one actuator but several contact
forces, the contact forces are known to be uncontrollable and dependent. Therefore, the knowl-
edge of contact forces becomes exceedingly important for evaluating a grasp for a particular
task. One such evaluation is to characterize a grasp based on the set of external wrenches that
the grasp can withstand during object manipulation. This is known as Grasp Wrench Space
(GWS) [4]. Having additional sensors for obtaining contact positions and forces becomes an
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integral part of grasp synthesis. The ability to extract position and force information of the
fingers is one of the main advantages of the proposed design in this chapter.
Tactile sensors can be used to acquire contact forces and positions [3], [9]. Tactile feed-
back has a wide range of applications from robotic hand to teleoperated devices [20]. The
data from tactile sensors can serve in assessing grasp stability, performing object recognition,
detecting slippage, and detecting collisions [1, 18, 19]. Typically, tactile sensors, also known
as robot skins consist of an array of sensors that cover an area of a finger or hand to provide
contact positions and forces [11]. While robot skins provide an operative means of measuring
forces and positions, their construction is often sophisticated and prohibitively costly [14]. For
these reasons, the application of robot skins in practice has been somewhat limited. Another
approach adopted in [2] takes advantage of negative torque compensation at the inter phalanx
joints of the finger. This approach provides a rough estimation of the contact positions with no
information about forces. In this chapter, a new design that addresses the challenges of using
tactile sensors and the shortcomings of inaccurate data estimation by incorporating a load cell
and a trimmer potentiometer is proposed. The proposed design allows for a low cost, yet rea-
sonably accurate force and position measurements. The main contributions of this chapter are
as follows
• A new approach is introduced for obtaining tactile information. The proposed approach
is based on combining the data obtained from a potentiometer and a load cell. Both
experimentally and theoretically, it is shown that the suggested approach is capable of
contact position estimation.
• A new modification for the formulation of the transmission matrix for an underactuation
mechanism is provided. The new transmission matrix is used for the Jacobian matrix
derivation which is needed for proposed contact estimation method. Unprecedentedly
in the underactuation literature, the provided Jacobian matrix considers contact model,
and it is also applicable to both link-driven prismatic and revolute underactuated mecha-
nisms.
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• A new sensorized underactuated finger is designed, and 3D printed. The design logic
for the load cell placement is examined by stress analysis of the finger using FEM. The
embedded load cell not only enables the contact point estimation but also facilitates the
grasp of fragile objects such as egg. The grip robustness is visualized and evaluated by
forming the Grasp wrench space of the prototyped two-finger gripper. Furthermore, un-
known object centroid approximation is implemented via contact estimation, joint vari-
able measurement, and self-adaptation of the finger.
The structure of this chapter is as follows: Section II presents the proposed contact esti-
mation method. Section III provides the underactuated finger design. Section IV studies the
validity of the presented approach experimentally using a prototyped underactuated fingers.
Section V concludes the chapter and provides future research direction.
3.2 Contact Point Estimation
To define the relevant velocity kinematics and force transmission properties of a robotic hand,
the finger Jacobian, J, needs to be defined. The finger Jacobian matrix is defined as a mapping
between the load of the finger joints and the forces and moments at contact points. Kinemati-
cally, the finger Jacobian matrix can be expressed as a mapping between the finger joint veloc-
ities to the twists of the hand at contact frames. Usually, in the underactuation literature, the
finger characterization is done independently from the grasped object; and the underactuated
mechanism is considered to be actuated by a revolute joint [3]. In this section, two important
concepts are integrated to define the finger Jacobian matrix. First, both cases of revolute and
prismatic joints in underactuated fingers is formulated. Fig. 3.1 shows two different approaches
of actuating a two-DOF underactuated finger using a revolute joint or a prismatic joint. In both
cases, the geometry of the object governs the closure of the fingers where each phalanx ac-
tivates its adjacent phalanx until full finger closure is formed around the object. The second
concept integrated in the definition of the Jacobian matrix is the contact model. The contact
model is important for determining the grasp capabilities. Three common contact models are
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considered in this chapter.
The Jacobian matrix can be constructed using three important matrices for grasp character-
ization. The first matrix is J˜ which relates the velocity of all contact points to joint velocities,
i.e., νc, f in = J˜q˙ where νc, f in is the contact twist on the finger, and q is the phalanx joint coor-
dinates. Defining θi as the ith joint angle, li as the lenght of the ith link, and ci as the position
of the contact point i, one can derive J˜ using Plu¨cker coordinates of the axes of the joints for
linkage-based underactuated manipulator shown in Fig. 3.2, as follows,
J˜ =

c1 0 ... 0
0 0 ... 0
1 0 ... 0
n21 c2 ... 0
t21 0 ... 0
1 1 ... 0
... ... ... ...
... ... ... ...
... ... ... ...
nn1 nn2 ... cn
tn1 tn2 ... 0
1 1 ... 1

(3.1)
where ni j = ci +
∑i−1
k= j lkcos(
∑i
m=k+1 θm), j < i and ti j =
∑i−1
k= j lksin(
∑i
m=k+1 θm), j < i. One should
note that a rotation in the first joint, i.e., q1, does not affect the kinematic configuration of the
linkage-based underactuated system.
The second matrix is the transmission matrix, T which relates the input velocity vector, θ˙,
to joint velocity vector whose elements are the derivatives of the phalanx joint coordinates, q˙.
q˙ = T θ˙ (3.2)
The details of the development of matrix T is discussed in [3]. In this paper, this matrix is
modified to include the actuation type as follows,
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Figure 3.2: Detailed modeling of a link-driven finger in contact with a general object with
unknown geometry.
T T =

ρ 0Tn−1
− h2h2+l1
... In−1
−∏ni=2 hihi+li−1

(3.3)
where hi is the signed distance from Oi to the intersection point of two lines, (Oi−1Oi) and
(P2i−2P2i−3) (see Fig. 3.2). In this matrix, the actuation type of the underactuation mechanism
using the first component, ρ is included. An underactuated finger with a revolute joint is repre-
sented with ρ = 1, and a prismatic actuation is represented with ρ ' c1. ρθ˙1 is the arc resulting
from the first joint variable. The approximation used for prismatic actuation is based on the
fact that a curve in a plane can be in general represented with piecewise linear approxima-
tion. The length of each linear segment can be calculated using the Pythagorean theorem in
Euclidean space. Here, the arc that is shaped by each phalanx rotation is approximated with a
line equivalent to the prismatic joint variable change.
The third matrix is the contact model matrix which selects a number of components of
the relative contact twist and sets them to zero. Three different contact models are commonly
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Table 3.1: Selection matrix for planar contact i.
Model Hi
Point contact without friction [1 0 0]
Hard and soft finger [I2×2 0]
used in grasp modeling, namely, point contact without friction, hard finger, and soft finger. To
obtain a complete Jacobian matrix, each particular contact model with suitable components of
the contact twists between the fingers (νi, f in) and the object (νi,ob j) must be considered. The
contact model can be expressed as, H(νc, f in − νc,ob j) = 0 where H =BlockDiag(H1, ..., Hnc), in
that Hi is defined for the ith contact model as in Table 3.1. The contact model matrix H selects
suitable components of the contact twist and sets them to zero. Having determined a contact
model, the complete Jacobian matrix is given by,
J = HJ˜T (3.4)
The strategy to estimate the location of the contact points using the definition of the Ja-
cobian matrix can now be presented. Considering the dual view of the Jacobian matrix, i.e.,
τ = JT F where τ is the actuation vector and F is the contact force vector, the joint torque of
the first finger can be represented as follows,
τa = ρc1 fc1 (3.5)
where τa is the generalized actuation torque of the first (actuated) joint, and fc1 is the first
contact force. Other joints are represented as,
τk = (−
k∏
i=2
hi
hi + li−1
nk1 + ck) fck (3.6)
where τk is the actuation torque of the kth joint, and fck is the normal contact force on the k
th
phalanx. In quasistatic manipulation, the acceleration of the mechanism is negligible. There-
fore, at each state of grasping from the moment of the first phalanx contact to complete closure
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of the finger at the last phalanx contact, all forces and torques are assumed to be in balance.
Additionally, we know that in a link-driven underactuated robot in which low stiffness springs
are used to hold the structure, the input torque vector exerted by the actuator and springs must
meet the following conditions,
τ =

τa
τ2
...
τn

=

τa
−K2∆θ2
...
−Kn∆θn

(3.7)
where τa is the generalized input actuation torque, τi is the ith joint torque, and Ki is the ith
spring constant. We assume that each finger makes contacts with the object with every pha-
lanxes which is the case for most power grasps. We also assume that the first phalanx is
subjected to the first contact at the moment of gripper closure which is valid for the link-driven
underactuated fingers in which each phalanx is only activated after its preceding phalanx has
made a contact. Under these assumptions, one can obtain contact position estimation by com-
bining (3.5), (3.6), and (3.7). In the proposed design, the trimmer potentiometer provides ∆θi
for the ith joint and the ith embedded load cell provides the contact force on the ith phalanx. By
equating (3.5) and (3.7) at the moment of first contact and repeating the procedure for other
phalanxes using (3.6), all contact locations can be obtained.
3.3 Underactuated Finger Design
3.3.1 Design Properties
To validate the proposed solution for contact location estimation, a link-driven underactuated
finger was designed and built as a testbed. The design was kept small and straightforward to
facilitate manufacturing with rapid prototyping technology and fewer parts to assemble. The
finger was equipped with position and force sensors while keeping the design compact. A
3D model of the finger is shown in Fig. (3.3). The total length of the finger is 8cm, with a
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Figure 3.3: Underactuated finger packed with a load cell and a potentiometer. Two separate
plates attached to the load cell form the first phalanx. The rounded fingertip allows finger to be
bent in precision grasping.
maximum width of 3cm except at the tip that is reduced to 2cm. In this design, l1 = 5.5cm, and
h ' 3.4cm. The first joint can rotate 60◦, and the second joint can rotate 80◦.
In the design of the finger, mechanical properties of the material were considered to cal-
culate a suitable preloading condition of the spring that would prevent any undesirable motion
of the second phalanx due to weight and/or inertial effects, and also would avoid hyperflexion
of the finger. The preloaded springs keep the fingers from unintended motion until the grasp
sequence is completed. However, since these springs oppose the actuator force, the smallest
possible stiffness sufficient to keep the finger from collapsing were selected. Moreover, the
tip of the finger is designed to be rounded which then allows transferring any contact force to
the second joint that actuates the first . As a result, bending of the finger happens in precision
grasping as well as power grasping.
3.3.2 Sensors Placement
In a link-driven underactuated finger, one joint variable can be used to obtain the values of
other joint variables due to their kinematic dependencies. In the proposed design, a trimmer
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potentiometer was used to measure the joint angles. The two ends of the potentiometer were
fixed to the first and second phalanxes, respectively. By Reading the second joint angle and
kinemtatic relations of the two joints, the first joint angle is obtained as well.
While measuring joint angles is a simple task, integrating a load cell in the finger design
for measuring contact forces is quite challenging. First, there is minimal space available in the
finger that can be used for the load cell placement. Second, the load cell has to be placed in a
position that can read meaningful force data. We address these challenges using an integrated
design approach in which the load cell is used as a part of the first phalanx (see Fig. 3.4).
The first phalanx includes two separate pieces that are joined together using the load cell.
This configuration allows the load cell experience maximum force-induced strains freely while
providing structural support for the finger. The gray area in Fig. 3.4 shows the effective length
of the first phalanx that measures contact forces. As seen, about 60% of the first phalanx length
can be used for force measurement. This measurement length has been achieved by designing
the lower part of the first phalanx with the smallest size possible.
The proposed design of the finger also allows measuring both dynamic (during the grasp)
and quasi-static contact forces. As the finger starts interacting with an object and bends towards
grasping (wrapping around) the object, the load cell starts reading the contact force. The
measured contact force is directly related to the stiffness of the spring and the induced strain
due to contact. At the same time, when the finger is fully bent, the load cell continues to
measure the contact force since one end of the load cell is fixed with respect to the based of the
finger via the lower part of the first phalanx.
3.3.3 Stress Analysis
The proposed design of the finger allows the load cell to experience maximum contact force.
This requirement has been achieved by using two separate parts (attached with the load cell) in
the first phalanx. Selecting an optimum length of each part ensures high-stress exertion on the
load cell.
To demonstrate the benefit of the proposed design, Fig. 3.5 compares two cases where a
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Figure 3.4: Generalized actuation, τa, moves the finger toward the object. Contact force fc1
results in finger closure which is opposed by spring torque, τ2. d1 is the first joint variable, θ2
is the first unactuated joint variable, and θ3 is the second unactuated joint variable. The first
phalanx is graduated and the gray area (on the second part of the first phalanx) is the effective
measuring length (roughly 60% of the first phalanx length).
1N contact force has been applied to the same location on the first phalanx in two different
structures. Fig. 3.5(a) depicts the proposed design with two separate plates joined via the load
cell sensor. On the other hand, in Fig. 3.5(b) the first phalanx of the finger consist of one
piece attached with the load cell. Looking at the stresses experienced in each design, it is
obvious that the proposed design provides much higher reading (about 2.5 times higher). The
maximum stress (2.29×106 Nm2 ) will be seen at the location of the strain gauges inside the load
cell. In contrast, in the other structure which has one single plate screwed to the load cell, much
less stress is experienced by the load cell for the same amount of contact force. This analysis
demonstrates the rationale behind using two separate plates for holding the load cell.
Another feature of the design is to enable precision grasping while reading contact forces
without using tactile sensors. As pointed out previously, an underactuated fingers can be de-
signed to be capable of applying precision grasp with the fingertips is in contact with the object.
However, to measure contact forces, all previous designs in the literature are based on tactile
sensors. In the proposed design, we have taken a different approach and utilized the rounded
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(a) (b)
Figure 3.5: Von Mises stress analysis for 1N force in two different structures. The stress
analysis is done for a 3D printed finger with acrylonitrile butadiene styrene (ABS) plastic
material, and Aluminium load cell made of alloy 1060. Fine meshing was done automatically
by SolidworksTM. (a) Two separate plates are screwed to the load cell. (b) A single plate is
screwed to the load cell.
tip of the finger to enable transferring all contact forces to the second joint. This interaction
between the first and second join not only enables precision grasping possible but also provide
contact forces in precision grasping. Fig. 3.6 demonstrates this concept in which a contact
force at the fingertip is observable through the load cell measurements.
3.4 Results
In this section, we provide experimental results that validate the capability of the fingers in
conducting power grasping as well as precision grasping. In addition, the ability of the pro-
posed finger design for regulating the contact forces in handling fragile objects is demonstrated.
The contact forces allow visualizing GWS for demonstrating the strength of a sample grasp.
Additionally, the capability of the designed fingers in measuring contact locations has been
experimentally validated. Combining force and position information allows us to also obtain
object centroid and provide an estimation of its shape.
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Figure 3.6: Von Mises stress analysis of precision grasping. 1N force is inserted on the fingertip
evenly distributed on a 1mm square. The stress analysis is done for a 3D printed finger with
acrylonitrile butadiene styrene (ABS) plastic material, and Aluminium load cell made of alloy
1060. Fine meshing was done automatically by SolidworksTM.
3.4.1 Experimental Setup
Kuka Light-Weight Robot (LWR) IV and CRS Robotics underactuated gripper were used for
evaluating the performance of the designed underactuated fingers. Fig. 3.7 shows this configu-
ration. To exploit the capabilities of Kuka LWR controller along with peripheral tools and sen-
sors, we developed an open-source KUKA UI (https://github.com/mahyaret/KUKA-UI).
This is a comprehensive computer interface that allows for seamless integration and syn-
chronous control of additional peripheral tools and third-party sensors with Kuka Controller.
The program was developed based on Kuka Fast Research Interface (FRI) to enable real-time
control of the robot. Type II Reflexxes Motion Library was used to generate an online trajectory
for Kuka LWR in different control modes.
Load cells were calibrated for measuring the contact points using an ATI 6-axis force/torque
sensor. The calibration was done for different contact points including precision and power
grasping. The data from potentiometer was acquired using the same driver used for the load
cells. This driver was interfaced to the developed software.
The matrices H, J˜, and T for the two fingers actuated by CRS Robotics gripper were
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Kuka LWR IV
CRS Robotics Sensor Driver
Underactuated
Gripper
Fingers
Figure 3.7: Experimental hardware setup. A single driver is used for collecting data from two
load cells and two potentiometers.
developed as described in Section II (see 3.1, 3.3), and Table 3.1), i.e.,
H =

1 0 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 0
0
0
1 0 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 0

,
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J˜ =

c11 0
0 0
1 0
c12 + l11cos(θ12) c12
l11sin(θ12) 0
1 1
0
0
c21 0
0 0
1 0
c22 + l21cos(θ22) c22
l21sin(θ22) 0
1 1

where ci j is the jth contact point on the ith finger, and li1 = 5.5cm is the length of the first phalanx
of the ith finger. The transmission matrix relating the input velocity vector to the derivatives of
the joint variables is given by,
˙θ11
˙θ12
˙θ21
˙θ22

=

c11 − h1h1+l11
0 1
0
0
c21 − h2h2+l21
0 1


d˙1
˙θ12
d˙2
˙θ22

where h1 = h2 ' 3.4cm, and di is the ith prismatic joint variable.
3.4.2 Shape Adaptability
To test the adaptability of the gripper, we grasped a broad range of objects. In general, the
underactuated fingers performed well in grasping different object categories. Examples of
grasps are shown in Fig. 3.8. The rounded design of the second phalanx results in bending of
the finger even in precision grasping. Figure 3.8a shows a precision grasp, in which the second
phalanx was bent and contact forces were measured. The experiments carried out with the use
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 3.8: Adaptability of the designed finger. (a) Precision grasp of a coin. (b) Power grasp
of a spray bottle. (c) Power grasp of an egg. (d) Power grasp of a peach.
of load cell sensors show that these sensors were capable of achieving fragile objects grasping.
The hand was able to grasp very fragile objects, such as eggs (see Fig. 3.8c) while regulating
its contact force. The small width of the fingers and the size of the hand facilitate manipulation
of objects in constrained environment such as harvesting fruit and vegetable.
3.4.3 Force Control
A CRS Robotics gripper was used in the experiments that provided prismatic actuation of the
fingers and force control was done using load cells that provided force feedback. The strain
gauge based nature of the force sensor makes noise unavoidable hence, a PID controller en-
hanced with Kalman filter was used to regulate the contact forces. Samples of force regulations
for fc1 is shown in Fig. 3.9a for 3.5N, 5.5N, and 7N. Respective joint variables for these force
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values are also illustrated in Fig. 3.9b. As observed, the velocity prior the impact translates to
high force overshoots. The force overshoots can also be attributed to static friction of the joints
and the stress of the torsion springs. We believe that the fusion of the position data and force
readings can better deal with impact force and contact detection. This conjecture, however,
requires further investigation.
3.4.4 External Wrench Tolerance
In grasp analysis, the knowledge about wrench space that can be applied to an object is always
a notion of interest. The grasp wrench space (GWS) is defined as the space of wrenches that the
grasp can tolerate. This space is equal to the convex hull of the Grasp matrix that is computed
using the Quickhull algorithm. Fig. 3.10 shows the grasp configuration for a four-contact grasp
example performed using two of the designed fingers. The GWS for the configuration is shown
in Fig. 3.11a,b in the presence of friction with 0.2 and 0.5 friction coefficients, respectively. In
these figures, the contact forces are considered to be equal and normalized. It is clear from
Fig. 3.11a,b that GWS is highly dependent on the friction coefficient. The friction cone in
this figure was approximated with a 15-sided pyramid. The approximation pyramid with more
sides gives more accurate triangulation which results in better visual representation and higher
accuracy of GWS.
The GWS for the grasp configuration demonstrates the set of wrenches that the grasp could
tolerate. The GWS for this grasp configuration included a neighborhood of the origin showing
its force closure property. Thus, this grasp could tolerate any external forces by applying
suitable contact forces. For instance, looking at maximum normalized forces in x direction in
Fig. 3.11a,b, for friction coefficient 0.2 and 0.5 while assuming all contact forces are equal to
10N, the grasp can tolerate up to 1.9N and 4.4N external forces, respectively. We conducted
an experiment to validate the strength of the grasp suggested by GWS in these figures.
The friction coefficient was measured to be 0.5 and we regulated fc11 and fc21 to be 10N. An
external disturbance force set in x direction ( fxd) was applied. Fig. 3.12a shows the amount of
force that was read until the grasp failed. As seen the grasp tolerated maximum of 4.6N. This
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Figure 3.9: Contact forces and joint variables where d1 is the first joint variable, θ1 is the first
unactuated joint variable, and θ2 is the second unactuated joint variable. (a), (c) and (e) are
force regulation for 3.5N, 5.5N, and 7.0N, and (b),(d), and (f) are the second joint angles.
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Figure 3.10: Four-contact grasp configuration of a circular object.
amount is slightly more (4%) than what was expected since in the calculation it was assumed
that second phalanxes inserted equal contact forces. In the second experiment, fc11 = fc21 were
regulated at 30N and this time it was tried to pull the object in the z direction instead of x. Based
on the calculated GWS the grasp was supposed to tolerate 30N. However, a small difference
was observed (5%), and the grasp tolerated the maximum of 28.5N due to uncertainties in
distal phalanx force approximation. Fig. 3.12b shows the amount of force that was read until
the grasp was broken.
The structure of the fingers were evaluated to be capable of regulating up to a maximum of
78N contact forces without any structural failure. This strength and the small finger size allow
conducting grasps strong enough for many robotic applications including agriculture.
3.4.5 Contact Point Estimation
The proposed design allows us to predict contact points with an object and potentially predict
its shape. To validate this capability, a series of experiments with random shape objects were
performed. As previously described, using the Jacobian matrix information, one can obtain
joint torque vector using (3.5) and (3.7) as follows,
Ki2∆θi2 = c2i1 fci1 , for i = 1,2 (3.8)
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Figure 3.11: Grasp Wrench Space (GWS). (a) GWS of the four-contact grasp configuration
in the presence of friction with 0.2 friction coefficients. The maximum normalized force in x
direction is pinned. (b) GWS of the four-contact grasp configuration in the presence of friction
with 0.5 friction coefficients. The maximum normalized force in x direction is pinned.
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Figure 3.12: Grasp external wrench tolerance. (a) Disturbance wrench tolerance in x direction
while fc11 = fc21 = 10N. (b) Disturbance wrench tolerance in z direction while fc11 = fc21 = 30N.
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Figure 3.13: Contact points estimation using measured contact forces on the first phalanx of
the finger.
where Ki2∆θi2 is equal to the actuation torque of the ith finger, and fci1 is the first contact force
on the ith finger. By regulating the second joint variable, θi2 and measuring the contact force,
fci1 using the load cell, (3.8) can be verified.
A comparison between measured values of contact points and those estimated using (3.8) is
shown in Fig. 3.13 based on the graduated first phalanx in Fig. 3.4. In this experiment, contact
points along the first phalanx were estimated, using the corresponding values of the contact
force. The second joint was regulated at 1.2rad while first phalanx was in contact with the
object at different contact points. The results shows the validity of the contact point estimation.
The last phalanx in the proposed design is 64% shorter than the first one. As such, a
contact point on the second phalanx has minimal torsional effect. The minimal leverage of
contact forces along the second phalanx allows us to assume their contact points to be at the
edge of this phalanx. This assumption eliminates the need for an additional load cell (or a
tactile sensor) in the last phalanx without compromising much accuracy. Further experiments
using random convex and concave shapes validated this simplification.
To validate the simplification for the second phalanx contact point estimation, we needed
to quantify the amount of uncertainty it may cause in object position estimation and grasp
analysis. The object frame is usually fixed to the centroid of the object to develop Grasp matrix
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(a) (b) (c) (d)
Figure 3.14: Object centroid estimation. ’•’ delineates the estimated centroid, and ’+’ delin-
eates the actual mass center. (a) square centroid and mass center, (b) circle centroid and mass
center, (c) a concave polygon centroid and mass center, and (d) a concave object centroid and
its mass center.
or to be used for object placement. We designed an experiment in which finding the centroid of
the object was desired. Different objects with general shapes were 3D printed and grasped. The
contact forces on the first phalanx of each finger estimated using (3.8) and the second phalanx
contact points are considered to be on the edge of the phalanx.
Kinematic dependency in all joints of the underactuated finger, as well as contact points
knowledge, were used to approximate the grasped object with a polygon/polyhedron. Let us
assume that {ci = (xi,yi)}nci=0 ⊂ R2 be a closed polygon in the plane, and let the vertices be the
contact points ordered counter clockwise. The centroid of the polygon is given by,
p =
1
6A

∑N−1
i=0 (xi + xi+1)(xiyi+1− xi+1yi)∑N−1
i=0 (yi + yi+1)(xiyi+1− xi+1yi)
 (3.9)
where A = 12
∑N−1
i=0 (xiyi+1 − xi+1yi), is the area enclosed by the polygon. Knowing all con-
tact points on both fingers, we approximated the object shape with a 4-gon, and its centroid
was obtained using (3.9). The shape matching derivation [16], however, was out of scope of
this chapter. Fig. 3.14 shows the validation of contact points and object center estimation for
various convex and concave objects. As seen, the simplification made on the contact point
estimation of the last phalanx had insignificant effect (less that 8%) on centroid estimation.
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3.5 Conclusion and Future Work
In this chapter, Jacobian matrix, containing contact model and transmission matrix for an un-
deractuated system with sensorized fingers were obtained. The proposed fingers were equipped
with force and position sensors. The data from these sensors were used to perform a wide range
of tasks from power and precision grasping of both fragile and hard objects to estimating the
shape and centroid of various concave and convex objects. The proposed design enjoys both
compact and simple construction and provides a suitable alternative to those using tactile sen-
sors. Experimental data using prototyped fingers were obtained to validate these claims. The
future work will focus on fusing the data from the position and force sensor to have a better
force regulation in the presence of nonlinear/anisotropic joint frictions and measurement noise
that are inherent in all force sensors.
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Chapter 4
An Open-Source Integration Platform for
Multiple Peripheral Modules with Kuka
Robots
Parts of the material in this chapter are submitted to ”Robotics and Computer-Integrated Man-
ufacturing,” and distributed under GPL V3.0 on https://github.com/mahyaret/KUI
This chapter presents an open-source software interface for integration of Kuka robot ma-
nipulators with peripheral tools and sensors, KUI: Kuka User Interface. KUI is developed
based on Kuka Fast Research Interface (FRI) which enables real-time control of the robot.
Simulink Desktop Real-TimeTMor any User Datagram Protocol (UDP) client can send real-
time commands to Kuka robot via KUI. In KUI, third-party tools can be added and controlled
synchronously with Kuka Light-Weight Robot (LWR). KUI can send the control commands
via serial communication to the attached device. KUI can generate Low-level commands us-
ing Data Acquisition (DAQ) board. This feature enables the rapid prototyping of new devices
alongside the Kuka manipulator. Type II Reflexxes Motion Library is used to generate an online
trajectory for Kuka LWR and the attached device in different control modes. KUI is capable
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of interfacing a broad range of sensors such as strain gauges, compression load cells, pres-
sure sensors/barometers, piezoresistive accelerometers, magnetoresistive sensors (compasses)
not only by a DAQ board but also through the connection interface of amplified bridges. Fur-
thermore, sensors data, as well as all robot parameters such as joint variables, Jacobian matrix,
mass matrix, etc. can be logged during the experiments in a separate stable thread. All these ca-
pabilities are readily available through a multithreaded Graphical User Interface (GUI). Three
experimental case studies are presented to demonstrate the capabilities of the software in ac-
tion. KUI is freely available as open source software under GPL license and can be downloaded
from https://github.com/mahyaret/KUI
4.1 Introduction
The Kuka lightweight robot (LWR) is the outcome of a research collaboration of Kuka Roboter
GmbH and the Institute of Robotics and Mechatronics at the German Aerospace Center (DLR)
[14]. This robot has unique features such as high payload ratio, active compliance, and torque
sensor feedback which enable researchers to exploit new robot applications. The develop-
ment of a software interface for Kuka robots has been investigated by several research groups.
The principal goal varies from taking away the tedious task of programming the communica-
tion with robots to extending the controlling freedom of the researchers. The proposed FRI
software interface intends to provide a simple user interface to the Kuka LWR and hides all
communication and set-up issues behind the interface as well as essential functionalities for
rapid prototyping new devices and sensors synchronously running with Kuka robot.
Kuka Fast Research Interface (FRI) provides direct low-level real-time access to the Kuka
Robot Controller (KRC) at rates of up to 1 kHz. Kuka FRI is a response to the growing robotic
application development demand that is addressed by European Commission funded survey
BRICS [14]. Robotic applications mostly include implementing a haptic input device for aug-
mented reality, attaching a new hand, visual servoing, etc. Several projects considered solving
various issues with Kuka Robots communications independently. OpenKC is a control soft-
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ware for Kuka light weight robot which is restricted to the use of Kuka.RobotSensorInterface
package [13]. A reverse engineering of Kuka Robot Language (KRL) is implemented to enable
programming of industrial robots on top of the general purpose language which has safety lim-
itations [9]. A collection of MATLAB functions for motion control of Kuka industrial robots
is introduced as Kuka Control Toolbox (KCT) [7]. KCT is tailored to the underlying controller
and requires the use of the Kuka.Ethernet KRL XML package. Kuka Sunrise.Connectivity
is developed for Kuka light weight robots provides a collection of interfaces for influencing
robot motion at various process control levels, but it is not compatible with Kuka LWR IV.
JOpenShowVar is Java open-source cross-platform communication interface to Kuka indus-
trial robots; however, it is limited to soft real-time applications [12]. Robot Operating System
(ROS) is a collection of software frameworks for robot software development [11]. Similar to
ROS, the proposed software is designed to be as distributed and modular as possible, so that
users can use as much or as little of it as they desire. However, unlike ROS, the proposed
software is not limited to the GNU/Linux Operating System.
The proposed Interface, KUI, is based on Kuka FRI which can control Kuka robot and all
attached devices synchronously in real-time. The software runs on a remote PC node. The
remote PC is connected to the KRC (Kuka Robot Controller) via an Ethernet connection. A
virtual UDP server is implemented which enables the program to accept real-time commands
via the UDP connection. This feature enables Simulink Desktop Real-TimeTM, for instance,
to send commands through the UDP virtual connection. In addition, the interface allows in-
tegrating third-party tools such as sensors and actuators. Sensors can be attached to the robot
and their data be logged. Tools with a different number of actuators can be added to the robot.
The geometry of the tool can be defined, and its pose (position and orientation), as well as
its actuators, can be controlled synchronously with Kuka LWR. Reaching to a target pose is
achieved using real-time trajectory generation. Type II Reflexxes Motion Library [4] is used to
generate the online trajectory for Kuka LWR and the attached tool in different control modes.
Additionally, necessary features for rapid prototyping such as National Instruments Data Ac-
quisition (DAQ) [2] control panel, ATI Force/Torque Sensor Controller [1] communication sys-
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tem, Phidgets sensors [3] USB connection system, are developed for serving multi purposes
without the need for programming tweaks. In this chapter, three case studies are presented to
demonstrate the capabilities of the software. These case studies focused on the integration of
third party tools, sensors, and Kuka robot.
The structure of this chapter is as follows: Section II presents the Kuka software interface
development. Section III introduces the first case study on KUI ability in conducting fast
prototyping. Section IV provides details of the second case study on synchronization and tool
integration capabilities of the software. Section V covers the third case study of data logging
in Cartesian impedance control modes. Finally, Section VI concludes the chapter and suggests
future work.
4.2 Kuka User Interface
This section provides details of Kuka User Interface (KUI) development scheme. The sys-
tem is designed to be real-time responsive. The real-time design challenges every aspect of
the program especially its robustness. Hence, the system is divided into multiple subsys-
tems to be run in multiple threads to ensure reliability. Multithreaded structure enables us
to include higher level programming features such as graphical user interface (GUI). More-
over, all other devices can be controlled in real-time alongside the Kuka robot. Compre-
hensive documentation for various functions and methods developed in KUI is available at
https://github.com/mahyaret/KUI/wiki.
4.2.1 Communications
KUI intends to provide a simple user interface to the Kuka Light-Weight Robot and hides all
communication and set-up issues. KUI provides access to different controller interfaces of
the Kuka system. The KUI runs on a remote PC node connected to the KRC (Kuka Robot
Controller) via an Ethernet connection. KUI uses Kuka FRI to have direct low-level real-time
access to the Kuka Robot Controller (KRC) at rates of up to 1 kHz. Moreover, all features,
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such as teaching, motion script functions, Fieldbus I/O, and safety are included. KUI is based
on the Kuka Robot Controller version 2 (KR C2), and it does not require installation. KUI
allows accessing to different controller interfaces of the Kuka system, including joint position
control, cartesian impedance control, and joint impedance control.
Users can set-up customized control architectures and application-specific controllers for
the light-weight arm which is often desired in research projects. UDP packages containing a
complete set of robot control and status data (e.g., joint positions, joint torques, drive FRIDriv-
eTemperatures, etc.) are periodically elicited from the KRC unit to the remote host. The
remote PC has to instantaneously send a reply message containing input data for the applied
controllers (e.g., joint position set-points, joint stiffness set-points, etc.) after the reception of
each package.
4.2.2 Multithread
Figure 4.2 shows the primary architecture of KUI based on different threads. The main pro-
gram includes Graphical User Interface (GUI), UDP virtual server, logging system, trajectory
generator, various devices’ interface (NI DAQ, ATI Force/Torque sensor, and PhidgetsBridge),
and FRI connection C++ library. Each of these parts run in a separate thread independent
from others. For instance, logging system does not stop logging in case of PhidgetsBridge
malfunctioning.
Multithreading enables a central processing unit (CPU) or a single core in a multi-core pro-
cessor to execute multiple processes or threads simultaneously. This capability is supported
by most of modern operating systems such as Microsoft Windows and CPUs (see Fig. 4.1).
It should be noted that this approach differs from multiprocessing, as with multithreading the
processes and threads share the resources of a single or multiple cores. An important advan-
tage is that If a thread idles, the other threads can continue taking advantage of the unused
computing resources, which leads to faster execution and more stability [10].
POSIX Threads, usually referred to as Pthreads is available on many Unix-like POSIX-
conformant operating systems such as FreeBSD, NetBSD, OpenBSD, Linux, Mac OS X and
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(a) (b)
Figure 4.1: A thread can consist of subsequent instructions depending on previous results, and
running another thread concurrently prevents the computing resources from becoming idle.
Solaris. However, since Microsoft Windows does not support the Pthreads standard natively,
we use Microsoft System.Threading namespace. System.Threading namespace is used for run-
ning each essential part of the program stably and separately. This namespace provides classes
and interfaces that enable multithreaded programming. It also offers classes for synchroniz-
ing thread activities and access to data (Mutex, Monitor, Interlocked, AutoResetEvent, and so
on). A thread being the execution path of a program, defines a unique flow of control. If an
application involves complicated and time-consuming operations, it is often beneficial to set
different execution paths or threads, with each thread performing a particular process. Threads
are lightweight processes which can be used in the implementation of concurrent program-
ming by modern operating systems. Moreover, use of threads saves wastage of CPU cycle and
increase the efficiency of an application.
4.2.3 Graphical User Interface
KUI is developed in .NET Framework environment. This environment provides a managed
runtime for applications as well as an extensive set of libraries, known as the .NET Framework
class library for developers. The .NET Framework manages memory and security which results
in more robust applications. Since it is most of the time easier to work with a GUI compared
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MATLAB Desktop
RealTime Target
MATLAB/SimuLink
UDP Virtual Server
GUILogging
Trajectory Generator
Prepheral Devices
FRI Remote
FRI UDP
Kuka Robot
Controller
Third-party Software
Figure 4.2: The architecture of the software interface. All features run stably in separate
threads.
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(a) (b)
Figure 4.3: Screen shot of the software. (a) command terminal of the software which can be
used for debugging purposes. (b) The software GUI can be used for monitoring the robot states,
and manually set variables and commands.
to entering a command into terminal, we consider developing a user-friendly GUI which can
receive necessary commands (see Fig. 4.3). Additionally, for the sake of easier debugging a
terminal is also included in the program.
Through the GUI, the user can start and stop FRI UDP connection to KRC. The status of
Kuka FRI packet send/receive is shown by a progress bar. The connection’s parameters such
as quality, FRI state, control mode are updated in real time on the GUI. In addition, all sent
commands and received data are shown in a separate text box. Since the Cartesian pose of
the end-effector of a manipulator is important, both position and orientation of Kuka’s robot
end-effector and the attached tool is getting updated in the GUI.
The GUI displays position and orientation of Kuka robot, and it also can receive commands
to apply on Kuka robot. We include important command capabilities within the GUI to serve
for manipulation tasks such as moving the robot in Cartesian mode from one point to another.
Positioning and orienting a tool is essential in manipulation tasks. Moving a tool requires its
geometry for the robot. Tool geometry can be added and be used for trajectory generation in the
GUI. In other words, trajectory generator of the program can use the Cartesian pose of the tool
instead of the robot end-effector to move from one point to another. Several target poses can
be defined for the robot to follow in Cartesian space. The speed of the robot for moving from
one point to the other can be set. The user can pause or reset the poses query when needed. All
tool definition and target poses can be saved for the next run.
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The GUI displays signals from National Instruments Data Acquisition (NI DAQ), and it
also can receive commands to apply on NI DAQ. NI DAQ can be used for rapid prototyping
applications. For instance, we controlled a DC motor driven gripper using PID. In this example,
position and contact force are read as the feedback for the PID. Since these signals suffer from
noise, Kalman filter is implemented to enhance the control performance. The DC motor can
be controlled both in manual mode and automatic mode. In manual mode, there are separate
buttons for rotating the DC motor in different directions, and the amount of force and position
can be set using text boxes. In automatic mode, the controller reads the position/force setpoints
and commands from the target pose query. The exact moment that Kuka is in a specific pose
the DC motor can be in a specific position or inserting specific contact force. The amount of
current inserted to the motor can also be set in the GUI.
The GUI displays force and torque measurements of ATI Force sensor controller, and de-
pending on the method of force/torque measurement the controller can be biased. Biasing
usually is done using the ATI Industrial Automation Stand-Alone F/T System, however, for the
sake of convenience, the biasing of the controller is considered to be done using the GUI. The
serial port for controller connection is also read and can be changed from the GUI.
The GUI displays signals from PhidgetsBridge which is mostly used for connecting load
cell or any devices with a low voltage output signal in which amplification is needed. The
coefficient of linearization for each of the amplified signals can be set and saved using the
GUI. The logging file can be set in the GUI, the default location which is the root folder can be
changed to any location on the hard disk.
UDP server can be activated using GUI. This part enables the UDP server and can receive
commands from UDP clients. The connection status is displayed. In this way, popular research
software such as MATLAB/Simulink Desktop Real-TimeTMconnects to the server and sends
command in different control modes.
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Receive from NI DAQ
Controller
Send to NI DAQ
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Figure 4.4: NI DAQ architecture in which DAQ device is used as both a controller and data
acquisition device.
4.2.4 National Instruments Data Acquisition Device
National Instruments M Series multifunction data acquisition (DAQ) modules for USB are
popular in research laboratories. In general, USB DAQ devices are ideal for test, control,
and design applications including portable data logging, field monitoring. The programming
libraries of NI DAQ are integrated in the proposed program to exploit the power of rapid pro-
totyping and controlling synchronously with Kuka robot manipulation.
To employ the NI DAQ capability in implementing a controller, a separate thread which
is continuously running is defined. This thread is running up to 100 Hz which is high enough
for most control approaches. Figure 4.4 shows the architecture of this thread. Signals from NI
DAQ Analog-to-digital converter (ADC) are fed into the controller then in controller block sig-
nals are filtered using Kalman filter, and the control signal is sent to NI DAQ Digital-to-analog
converter (DAC). All received/sent signals are checked before processing in error handling
block which checks the sanity of them.
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A position control is implemented using NI DAQ to demonstrate the usability of such de-
vice in practical applications. Implementation of a PID position control is done using position
signal as the feedback signal and current as the control input. CRS Robotics gripper is consid-
ered as the test device. The position of the gripper jaw is provided by a potentiometer, which
is read by built-in NI DAQ ADC. This signal is filtered by a Kalman filter and fed back to
the controller. The controller continuously calculates the error value as the difference between
the desired setpoint and the measured process variable and applies a correction based on pro-
portional, integral, and derivative terms using a current signal by NI DAQ DAC. This simple
example can be expanded to more sophisticated controllers using the developed structure and
ready-to-use tools within the program.
4.2.5 ATI Industrial Force/Torque Sensor
ATI INDUSTRIAL AUTOMATION is the developer of robotic accessories and robot arm tool-
ing, including Multi-Axis Force/Torque Sensing Systems which is widely used research labo-
ratories. Most of ATI Force/Torques sensors are connecting to a computer via ATI control box.
The ATI control box has an RS232 interface which can be accessed by third-party programs.
In telecommunications, RS232 is a standard for serial communication transmission of data
which is used for connections to many industrial peripheral devices. The proposed program
can send/receive packets using RS232 protocols for reading from ATI Force/Torque sensors.
This capability can be used for connecting to any other RS232 device.
To communicate with ATI F/T Sensor Controller System, three types of data through the
RS232 serial port are available: raw strain gauge data in hexadecimal format, raw strain gauge
data in decimal integer format, and resolved force/torque data in decimal integer unit format.
Data is available in either ASCII or binary format output mode. The length (in bytes) of an
output record depends upon the type of data and the output mode. Binary output has the benefit
of faster output due to the smaller number of bytes needed to carry information, but cannot be
read without further computation. ASCII mode is slow, however, has the benefit of providing
data in readable characters. ASCII mode is implemented in the program with a maximum baud
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Figure 4.5: ATI Force/Torque controller software architecture.
rate of 115200 symbols per second which provides the frequency of 30 Hz. This frequency rate
is sufficient for most of the data acquisition purposes. For communication with higher speed, NI
DAQ can be used to directly collect data from the ATI F/T Sensor Controller System. Figure
4.5 shows the thread that is responsible for communicating with ATI F/T Sensor Controller
System.
It is notable that the serial communication is implemented in a modular way to be readily
usable for expanding the program to communicate to other RS232-enabled devices. There are
functions independently defined for RS232 communication which can be called from any part
of the program.
4.2.6 Phidgets
Phidgets are a system of low-cost electronic components and sensors that can be controlled eas-
ily. Phidgets are mostly suitable for small projects. We consider integrating the PhidgetBridge
which allows connections of up to 4 un-amplified Wheatstone bridges, such as strain gauges,
compression load cells, pressure sensors/barometers, piezoresistive accelerometers, magne-
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toresistive sensors (compasses). Moreover, the data rate and gain values can be configured in
the software.
Phidgets can be seen as a separate easy-to-use signal acquisition which comes handy in
many applications in which signal amplifications are needed. It can be run stably at 500 Hz
which is enough in many control applications. Two points linear calibration is needed to be
done for each input. Signals are calibrated using the resulted parameters and written into
memory.
As an example of inter-thread communication, a PID controller enhanced by a Kalman filter
is implemented for the CRS Robotics gripper. In this controller, a setpoint for contact force is
considered. This force is measured using load cells which are connected via PhidgetBridge.
NI DAQ ADC reads the position of the gripper’s jaw. These signals are fed back to the PID
controller. The current control signal is set using NI DAQ DAC. This example shows the
smooth cooperation of different threads of NI DAQ and PhidgetsBridge together.
4.2.7 Simulink Desktop Real-TimeTM
There is no doubt that MATLAB/Simulink power in numerical computation, static analysis
makes it widely used commercial software environment. Simulink Desktop Real-Time pro-
vides a real-time kernel for executing Simulink models on a Windows or Mac laptop or desk-
top. It includes library blocks that connect to a range of I/O devices. You can create and tune a
real-time system for rapid prototyping or hardware-in-the-loop simulation with your computer.
Therefore, development of MATLAB connectivity is considered in the software. In fact, we
consider the more general case of exploiting the FRI connectivity and developed UDP package
server for interfacing any third-party software to send commands and read data to/from Kuka
FRI.
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4.2.8 On-Line Trajectory Generation
To feed Kuka robot with different positions for following a path, the Reflexxes Motion Library
is integrated in the proposed program. These libraries contain algorithms to deterministically
compute motion trajectories instantaneously with worst-case computation times in the range
of microseconds. Reflexxes Motion Libraries has an extensive application in robotics, CNC
machining, and servo drive control systems. The On-Line Trajectory Generation algorithms of
the Reflexxes Motion Libraries are capable of generating motion trajectories in different modes
of synchronization behavior: non-synchronized, time-synchronized, and phase-synchronized.
The trajectory generation of non-synchronized and time-synchronized modes are always pos-
sible; however, phase-synchronized trajectories require certain input values. Discussion on the
detail of the algorithm is out of the scope of this chapter and can be found in [8].
We implemented trajectory generation for generating motions for both Kuka robot and the
attached tool (Kuka LWR IV kinematics is provided in Appendix A). Since time synchronous
motion is critical in cooperation of the tool and the Kuka robot, all trajectory generations are
constrained to be done in time-synchronized mode. In other words, all degrees of freedom in
Kuka manipulator and tool start moving and end in the target points at the same time. This
important feature enables smooth cooperation of the Kuka manipulator and the attached tool.
4.3 Case study: Fast Prototyping
In this study, the capability of KUI in controlling a third-party tool using NI DAQ was inves-
tigated. We wanted to show that KUI can control a virtually unknown device using low-level
signal commands via NI DAQ. CRS Robotics is an open/close gripper which was attached to
the manipulator’s end-effector. However, due to its support discontinuation, we had to develop
a custom control system. This process was only possible promptly using a fast prototyping de-
vice like NI DAQ. A PID controller enhanced with Kalman filter was developed in KUI. Then
the underactuated fingers attached to the gripper. The fingers were designed and developed by
our research group. The design detail of the gripper is out of the scope of this chapter. We elab-
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Kuka LWR IV
CRS Robotics Sensor Driver
Underactuated
Gripper
Fingers
Figure 4.6: The experimental setup.
orated the details of this study in chapter 3. Fig. 4.6 shows the setup for this experiment. The
goal was to produce a synchronous motion in which the Kuka robot and the gripper orient the
grasped object. Grasping an object and moving it required the cooperation of both the gripper
and Kuka robot.
To run this task, the gripper dimensions were defined in the software (see Table 4.1). The
tool was defined using six parameters: X, Y , and Z are dimensions of the tools in millimeter and
A, B, and C are degrees of its orientation. A, B, and C are orientations about axis Z, Y , and X,
respectively. These dimensions were used to transform the gripper position to task space of the
Kuka robot. The new task space was the end point of the gripper. Note that all transformation
matrix operations were done in a separate thread in KUI. This case study was implemented in
Kuka Cartesian Impedance mode and the gripper took rotation commands. The tool position
and orientation were computed in the software and fed into the trajectory generator.
Figure 4.7 shows the synchronous motion of the manipulator and the attached tool in dif-
ferent grasp types. We aimed for rotating an egg (power grasp) and a coin (precision grasp)
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X Y Z A B C
0 0 210 91 1 181
Table 4.1: Tool geometrical specifications.
X Y Z A B C open/close
0 810 225 0 0 90 3
0 810 225 0 0 90 -5
0 810 340 0 0 90 -5
0 810 340 0 0 90 -5
0 810 340 0 0 30 -5
0 810 340 0 0 90 -5
0 810 225 0 0 90 -5
0 810 340 0 0 90 3
Table 4.2: Trajectory sequence of case study 1
in task space. To have smooth orientation around the new end-effector (gripper), both motion
commands for Kuka and the gripper had to be synchronous. The sequential point commands
are listed in Table 4.2. Under ”open/close” column we set the gripper parameters. Positive
values show that the command is for opening and they represent the position of gripper’s jaw.
Negative values showed that the command is for closing and they represent the contact force
in Newton.
KUI started from the first command pose. KUI generated actuation commands for both
the gripper and the robot in real-time and followed each of them one after another. Note that
the gripper and the robot had two separate control systems with even different connection
protocols. Kuka was controlled via FRI, and the gripper was controlled using fast prototyping
method with NI DAQ. KUI was successfully able to apply commands to both of these devices
and manipulate the object.
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(a)
(b)
Figure 4.7: Different type of grasping of an egg and a coin. (a) power grasping (egg). (b)
precision grasping (coin).
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4.4 Case study: Synchronization
In this study, the capability of KUI in controlling a third-party tool using RS232 was inves-
tigated. We wanted to show that KUI can synchronously control multiple devices even via
different protocols and mediums. We attached a gripper which was designed and developed by
our research group. The gripper added 4 DOF to the Kuka manipulator (see Fig. 4.8). All joints
in the gripper were revolute as it can be seen in Fig. 4.8. The design detail of the gripper is out
of the scope of this chapter. This tool was controlled using STM ARM Development Kit, and
the commands were sent using serial RS232. The control commands were sent synchronously
with Kuka motion commands. Grasping an object and moving it required the cooperation of
both the gripper and Kuka robot. The goal was to produce a synchronous motion in which the
gripper orients around the center of the grasped object.
To run this task, the gripper dimensions were defined in the software. These dimensions
were used to transform the gripper position to task space of the Kuka robot. The new task
space was the end point of the gripper. Note that all transformation matrix operations were
done in a separate thread in the software. This case study was implemented in Kuka Cartesian
Impedance mode, and the gripper took rotation commands. The tool position and orientation
were computed in the software and fed into the trajectory generator.
Figure 4.9 shows the synchronous motion of the manipulator and the attached tool. We
aimed for rotating the gripper around xt in task space. The resulting orientation around gripper
end-effector was shaped based on rotating θ7 and displacing Kuka end-effector in y6 direction.
To have smooth orientation around the new end-effector (gripper), both motion commands for
Kuka and the gripper had to be synchronous.
Figure 4.10 shows the synchronization behavior of the program in actuating end-effector
about 5cm in y direction while rotating the attached gripper θ7 about 45◦. It can be seen that
velocity and position of both θ7 and y6 reached at the same time to their target points which
shows the synchronous time behavior of the trajectory generator.
KUI successfully generated and applied a circular motion around an arbitrary center defined
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b
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Figure 4.8: A costume designed gripper with four revolute joints.
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Figure 4.9: The cooperation of the gripper and Kuka robot for generating orientation around
the end-effector of the gripper.
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Figure 4.10: Position and velocity synchronous outcome of trajectory generation. (a) Position
of y6 and θ7. (b) Velocity of y6 and θ7.
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by the user. Note that the trajectory generated simultaneously for all degrees of freedom of the
gripper (4 DOF) and the Kuka (7 DOF). While the trajectory was generated for a new robot with
11 DOF, the commands were sent separately under different protocols. Kuka was controlled
via FRI, and the gripper was controlled using serial RS232.
4.5 Case study: Data Logging
In this study, the manipulation capability and acquiring data from various sensors is demon-
strated. An important issue of manipulation in a cluttered environment is that the kinematic
uncertainties will result in high internal forces and instability. One approach for addressing
this issue is applying impedance control using force/torque and position sensors. Kuka LWR
is among those robots that can be run in impedance control mode. By taking advantage of this
capability, we are not only able to consider manipulations in an unstructured environment but
also capable of applying a controlled amount of stress to objects. Significant applications of
such capability are in harvesting and metal forming in which applying stress and tolerating the
foreseeable amount of internal force is required. These types of manipulations rely heavily on
data collection. In this study, we implemented a force controlled gripper while gathering stress
data from bending a steel rod. We elaborated the details of this study in chapter 2.
To run this task, KUI read data from multiple sources. An ATI 6-axis force/torque sensor
at the wrist was used for acquiring wrist force and torque data (see Fig. 4.11). PhidgetsBridge
was used for reading contact forces using load cells in fingers. The finger tip that was in contact
with the object is shown in Fig. 4.11. The contact region was a plate screwed to the load cell.
The load cell was also screwed to the finger fixture which was actuated by the gripper. With
such finger structure, contact force was measured by the load cell. Kuka LWR IV and CRS
Robotics underactuated gripper were used for conducting the experiments. Each joint variable
of both Kuka and the gripper was logged to be used for data analysis.
The target object was fixed from one end to the table and the other end kept loose in the air.
In this experiment, the gripper closed fingers 5mm above the target point. Robot manipulator
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Figure 4.11: The experimental setup.
then oriented the gripper in a planar motion around the target point (grasped point). In this
way, the probable fracture was set to be the 5mm region. The sequential point commands are
listed in Table 4.3. X, Y , and Z are in millimeter, and A, B, and C are degrees of orientation. A,
B, and C are orientations about axis Z, Y , and X, respectively. Under ”open/close” column we
set the position of jaw opening (with positive value) or contact force of jaw closing (with the
negative value).
Figure 4.12 depicts the measured reaction contact force while failing the objects. By con-
tinuously orienting the gripper around the predetermined yielding location, a larger reaction
contact force was sensed as shown in Fig. 4.12 for steel beam until the distortion became per-
manent and the resisting moment dropped. Data analysis showed that the normal stress in this
process for steel beam was 2.4770×108N/m2 which is larger than its yielding strength. Please
refer to the supplementary multimedia file for a video of the experiment. (The higher resolution
version can be found at https://youtu.be/2f6o0Jx5JC0)
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X Y Z A B C open/close
0 620 300 0 0 0 3
0 680 300 0 0 0 3
0 680 300 0 0 0 -100
0 680 300 0 40 0 -100
0 620 300 0 40 0 3
Table 4.3: Trajectory sequence of case study 2
Figure 4.12: Yielding plot test results. The steel beam is permanently distorted.
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4.6 Conclusion and Future Works
This chapter addressed the programming burden of Kuka robot controlling. A user-friendly
graphical user interface, as well as full range of functionality for rapid prototyping of new
devices and sensors to be used alongside the Kuka robot, was introduced. Three case studies
were covered to demonstrate the capabilities of the software. We showed that producing spe-
cific patterns of motion by the attached tool to the robot was only possible in time-synchronized
cooperation of them. An important future work for us is the integration of other well-known
robots such as the Phantom Haptic device for Tele-controlling the Kuka robot.
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Chapter 5
Conclusion
First, the problem of purposefully failing/yielding an object was studied. A grasp planner
which combined the capabilities of the gripper and the mechanical properties of the target
object was introduced to provide the best grasp candidates for the object failure. It was shown
via mechanical failure theories and experimental results that bending produced more effective
failure stress when the twisting arm was comparatively short, or friction was not enough. On
the other hand, it was shown that when a large twisting arm was available, torsion could be more
effective especially when there were space restrictions for bending the object. For instance, in
robotic harvesting, where fruits provide a long twisting arm around the stem, torsion can be
more efficient compared to bending to avoid damaging other surrounding fruits. While these
results are intuitive and match our heuristic approach in harvesting, they highlight and validate
the effectiveness of the proposed grasp planner in obtaining optimum solution based on current
measured data.
Second, given the important role that friction plays in failure grasp, an enhanced friction
model was proposed. In the proposed method, we examined the target object before grasp-
ing for measuring the friction between the gripper and the object. The friction modeling and
measurement experiments allowed us to predict the capability of the gripper for torsion torque
insertion required in twisting an object. Our proposed model is able to capture more complex
frictional behavior such as anisotropy which is the case for most agricultural products. Since
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temperature and humidity can also change friction, the proposed friction identification method
is proved to be an important means of obtaining appropriate data for more accurate grasp plan-
ning. The proposed approach uses gripper in a similar way humans use their hands to elicit
mechanical properties of new materials.
Third, in order to examine the proposed method an underactuated finger with embedded
sensors was designed and developed. Jacobian matrix, containing contact model and transmis-
sion matrix for an underactuated system with sensorized fingers were obtained. The proposed
fingers were equipped with force and position sensors. The data from these sensors were used
to perform a wide range of tasks from power and precision grasping of both fragile and hard
objects to estimating the shape and centroid of various concave and convex objects. The pro-
posed design enjoys both compact and simple construction and provides a suitable alternative
to those using tactile sensors. Experimental data using prototyped fingers were obtained to
validate these claims.
Fourth, we developed a test-bed to validate our designs and theories. Kuka control software
is notorious for difficult interfacing. Such interface programming burden is addressed in this
thesis for controlling Kuka robot. A user-friendly graphical user interface with full range of
functionality for rapid prototyping of new devices and sensors to be used alongside the Kuka
robot, was introduced. Three case studies were covered to demonstrate the capabilities of the
software. We showed that producing specific patterns of motion by the attached tool to the
robot was only possible in time-synchronized cooperation of them.
5.1 Future Works
5.1.1 Grasp Control Enhancement Algorithm
Kinematic and dynamic uncertainties profoundly affect grasp planning and manipulation. An
accurate model of the object, extensive sensor data, and a gripper that works precisely are
ideally needed for a successful manipulation. In reality, however, these requirements are chal-
lenging to meet even within controlled lab environments. Designing a practical system capable
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of providing sufficient information without being overwhelmingly complex can enhance grasp
planning and control. We achieved this goal in 2D scenarios. Our design can be exploited
for acquiring object information such as weight, the center of mass, shape approximation, etc.
To achieve this objective, the research can focus on combining the sensor data with kinematic
and dynamic properties of the system to extract additional information about grasp. In this
approach, both kinematics and dynamics of a carefully designed hand are employed to obtain
information about the object and grasp. This approach will be used to extend our results to
general 3D objects.
5.1.2 Active Compliant Grasp
Compliant fingers allow recovering from the loss of controllability resulted from underactuated
designs by allowing the fingers to naturally adapt to an object’s shape. The loss of controlla-
bility arises commonly in conventional grasp theories as the null space of grasp matrix and
the Jacobean of the hand have common intersections. Thus, for many disturbance forces, the
necessary action within the null space of the grasp cannot be applied in the null space of the Ja-
cobian which causes the grasp to fail. By removing the rigid body kinematic assumptions, the
subspace of applicable internal forces by the fingers to tolerate disturbances against grasping
will be expanded.
However, there is a compromise between the compliance and the force output [3]. This
compromise can be resolved by enabling the active assignment of different compliance to the
robotic hand fingers depending on the task. The notion of compliance has been studied in the
context of contact modeling of a soft finger and/or deformable objects (using a lumped linear
elastic stiffness model) [4], and passive joint compliance [1]. To the best of our knowledge,
there has been no previous work on modeling and control of active joint compliance grasping.
Unlike typical rigid body methods for modeling, in active compliance, we may not always
have rigid links between components. By actively regulating compliance in hand, the grasp
configuration is optimized to have the highest grasp quality index during the grasp.
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5.1.3 Control of the Hand and Arm as One Unit
Grasp planning and trajectory planning of the robot arm are traditionally solved as individual
problems. While dividing the problem allows to better deal with its inherent complexities, it of-
ten leads to suboptimal and in most cases infeasible solutions [2]. An optimum control solution
that enables simultaneous grasp and arm planning can be formulated. Using this formulation,
an optimal controller can be synthesized subject to the dynamics of the system inducing hand
and arm. The author believes that this combination exploits the capability of the overall system
by considering the subsystems as one unit.
5.1.4 Extending the Kuka User Interface (KUI)
After distribution of the KUI code, the author received massive attention from the robotic
community which motivates the future development of the software. KUI can be extended
to provide services designed for parallel processing. This feature enables the researchers to
implement sophisticated algorithms in real-time. Furthermore, the Robot Operating System
(ROS) is becoming a standard library in robotic software development which motivates its
integration with the KUI. This combination requires a cross-platform development of the KUI.
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Appendix A
Kuka Light Weight Robot IV Kinematics
Light-weight robots are especially designed for mobility and interaction with a priori unknown
environments and with humans. The KUKA light-weight arm (based on the DLR arm tech-
nology) is a redundant robot with seven degrees of freedom, with a weight of 14kg, and a load
to weight ratio of 1:1. It has joint torque sensors in each joint and redundant position mea-
surement (on motor and link side). In addition to the position and velocity interface, it has a
torque control interface, enabling high performance soft robotics control. KUKA robot is used
as a test bed for our experiments of different types of grasping. In Fig.(A.1) KUKA robot and
Coordinates related to each degree of freedom are shown. Denavit Hartenberg Parameters are
provided in Table.(A). Forward Kinematics and Jacobian matrix are computed using Maple.
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Figure A.1: KUKA/DLR Light Weight Robot degrees of freedom and Coordinates.
ith Link αi ai θi di(mm)
1 pi2 0 θ1 310.5
2 −pi2 0 θ2 0
3 −pi2 0 θ3 400
4 pi2 0 θ4 0
5 pi2 0 θ5 390
6 −pi2 0 θ6 0
7 0 0 θ7 78
Table A.1: DH parameters of KUKA/DLR Light Weight Robot.
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A.1 Forward Kinematics
Xee = −78(((cos(θ1)cos(θ2)cos(θ3)− sin(θ1) sin(θ3))cos(θ4) + cos(θ1) sin(θ2) sin(θ4))cos(θ5)
+ (−cos(θ1)cos(θ2) sin(θ3)− sin(θ1)cos(θ3)) sin(θ5)) sin(θ6) + 78((cos(θ1)cos(θ2)cos(θ3)
− sin(θ1) sin(θ3)) sin(θ4)− cos(θ1) sin(θ2)cos(θ4))cos(θ6) + 390(cos(θ1)cos(θ2)cos(θ3)
− sin(θ1) sin(θ3)) sin(θ4)−390 cos(θ1) sin(θ2)cos(θ4)−400 cos(θ1) sin(θ2)
Yee = −78(((sin(θ1)cos(θ2)cos(θ3) + cos(θ1) sin(θ3))cos(θ4) + sin(θ1) sin(θ2) sin(θ4))cos(θ5)
+ (−sin(θ1)cos(θ2) sin(θ3) + cos(θ1)cos(θ3)) sin(θ5)) sin(θ6) + 78((sin(θ1)cos(θ2)cos(θ3)
+ cos(θ1) sin(θ3)) sin(θ4)− sin(θ1) sin(θ2)cos(θ4))cos(θ6) + 390(sin(θ1)cos(θ2)cos(θ3)
+ cos(θ1) sin(θ3)) sin(θ4)−390 sin(θ1) sin(θ2)cos(θ4)−400 sin(θ1) sin(θ2)
Zee = 310.5−78((sin(θ2)cos(θ3)cos(θ4)− cos(θ2) sin(θ4))cos(θ5)− sin(θ2) sin(θ3) sin(θ5)) sin(θ6)
+ 78(sin(θ2)cos(θ3) sin(θ4) + cos(θ2)cos(θ4))cos(θ6) + 390 sin(θ2)cos(θ3) sin(θ4)
+ 390 cos(θ2)cos(θ4) + 400 cos(θ2)
A.2 Jacobian Matrix
J(1,1) = 2 cos(θ1)(39 sin(θ2)cos(θ3)cos(θ4)cos(θ5) sin(θ6)−39 sin(θ2)cos(θ3) sin(θ4)cos(θ6)
−39 sin(θ2) sin(θ3) sin(θ5) sin(θ6)−39 cos(θ2) sin(θ4)cos(θ5) sin(θ6)−195 sin(θ2)cos(θ3) sin(θ4)
−39 cos(θ4)cos(θ2)cos(θ6)−195 cos(θ2)cos(θ4)−200 cos(θ2))
J(1,2) = 78 cos(θ1)cos(θ4)cos(θ2)cos(θ5) sin(θ3) sin(θ6) + 78 sin(θ1)cos(θ3)cos(θ4)cos(θ5) sin(θ6)
+ 78 cos(θ1)cos(θ3)cos(θ2) sin(θ5) sin(θ6)−78 cos(θ1)cos(θ2) sin(θ4) sin(θ3)cos(θ6)
−78 sin(θ1)cos(θ3) sin(θ4)cos(θ6)−78 sin(θ1) sin(θ3) sin(θ5) sin(θ6)
−390 cos(θ1)cos(θ2) sin(θ4) sin(θ3)−390 sin(θ1)cos(θ3) sin(θ4)
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J(1,3) = 78 cos(θ1)cos(θ3)cos(θ2) sin(θ4)cos(θ5) sin(θ6)−78 sin(θ1) sin(θ4)cos(θ5) sin(θ3) sin(θ6)
−78 cos(θ1) sin(θ2)cos(θ4)cos(θ5) sin(θ6) + 78 cos(θ1)cos(θ3)cos(θ4)cos(θ2)cos(θ6)
−78 sin(θ1)cos(θ4) sin(θ3)cos(θ6) + 78 cos(θ1) sin(θ2) sin(θ4)cos(θ6)
+ 390 cos(θ1)cos(θ3)cos(θ4)cos(θ2)−390 sin(θ1)cos(θ4) sin(θ3) + 390 cos(θ1) sin(θ2) sin(θ4)
J(1,4) = 78 sin(θ6)(cos(θ1)cos(θ3)cos(θ4)cos(θ2) sin(θ5)− sin(θ1)cos(θ4) sin(θ3) sin(θ5)
+ cos(θ1) sin(θ2) sin(θ4) sin(θ5) + cos(θ1)cos(θ2)cos(θ5) sin(θ3) + sin(θ1)cos(θ3)cos(θ5))
J(1,5) = −78 cos(θ1)cos(θ3)cos(θ4)cos(θ2)cos(θ5)cos(θ6) + 78 sin(θ1)cos(θ4)cos(θ5) sin(θ3)cos(θ6)
−78 cos(θ1) sin(θ2) sin(θ4)cos(θ5)cos(θ6)−78 cos(θ1)cos(θ3)cos(θ2) sin(θ4) sin(θ6)
+ 78 cos(θ1)cos(θ2) sin(θ3) sin(θ5)cos(θ6) + 78 sin(θ1)cos(θ3) sin(θ5)cos(θ6)
+ 78 sin(θ1) sin(θ4) sin(θ3) sin(θ6) + 78 cos(θ1) sin(θ2)cos(θ4) sin(θ6)
J(1,6) = 0
J(1,7) = 0
J(2,1) = 2 sin(θ1)(39 sin(θ2)cos(θ3)cos(θ4)cos(θ5) sin(θ6)−39 sin(θ2)cos(θ3) sin(θ4)cos(θ6)
−39 sin(θ2) sin(θ3) sin(θ5) sin(θ6)−39 cos(θ2) sin(θ4)cos(θ5) sin(θ6)−195 sin(θ2)cos(θ3) sin(θ4)
−39 cos(θ4)cos(θ2)cos(θ6)−195 cos(θ2)cos(θ4)−200 cos(θ2))
J(2,2) = 78 sin(θ1)cos(θ4)cos(θ2)cos(θ5) sin(θ3) sin(θ6) + 78 sin(θ1)cos(θ3)cos(θ2) sin(θ5) sin(θ6)
−78 sin(θ1)cos(θ2) sin(θ4) sin(θ3)cos(θ6)−78 cos(θ1)cos(θ3)cos(θ4)cos(θ5) sin(θ6)
−390 sin(θ1)cos(θ2) sin(θ4) sin(θ3) + 78 cos(θ1)cos(θ3) sin(θ4)cos(θ6)
+ 78 cos(θ1) sin(θ3) sin(θ5) sin(θ6) + 390 cos(θ1)cos(θ3) sin(θ4)
J(2,3) = 78 sin(θ1)cos(θ3)cos(θ2) sin(θ4)cos(θ5) sin(θ6)−78 sin(θ1) sin(θ2)cos(θ4)cos(θ5) sin(θ6)
+ 78 sin(θ1)cos(θ3)cos(θ4)cos(θ2)cos(θ6) + 78 cos(θ1) sin(θ4)cos(θ5) sin(θ3) sin(θ6)
+ 78 sin(θ1) sin(θ2) sin(θ4)cos(θ6) + 390 sin(θ1)cos(θ3)cos(θ4)cos(θ2)
+ 78 cos(θ1)cos(θ4) sin(θ3)cos(θ6) + 390 sin(θ1) sin(θ2) sin(θ4) + 390 cos(θ1)cos(θ4) sin(θ3)
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J(2,4) = 78 sin(θ6)(sin(θ1)cos(θ3)cos(θ4)cos(θ2) sin(θ5) + sin(θ1) sin(θ2) sin(θ4) sin(θ5)
+ sin(θ1)cos(θ2)cos(θ5) sin(θ3) + cos(θ1)cos(θ4) sin(θ3) sin(θ5)− cos(θ1)cos(θ3)cos(θ5))
J(2,5) = −78 sin(θ1)cos(θ3)cos(θ4)cos(θ2)cos(θ5)cos(θ6)−78 sin(θ1) sin(θ2) sin(θ4)cos(θ5)cos(θ6)
−78 sin(θ1)cos(θ3)cos(θ2) sin(θ4) sin(θ6) + 78 sin(θ1)cos(θ2) sin(θ3) sin(θ5)cos(θ6)
−78 cos(θ1)cos(θ4)cos(θ5) sin(θ3)cos(θ6) + 78 sin(θ1) sin(θ2)cos(θ4) sin(θ6)
−78 cos(θ1)cos(θ3) sin(θ5)cos(θ6)−78 cos(θ1) sin(θ4) sin(θ3) sin(θ6)
J(2,6) = 0
J(2,7) = 0
J(3,1) = −78 cos(θ3)cos(θ4)cos(θ2)cos(θ5) sin(θ6)−78 sin(θ2) sin(θ4)cos(θ5) sin(θ6)
+ 78 cos(θ3)cos(θ2) sin(θ4)cos(θ6) + 78 cos(θ2) sin(θ3) sin(θ5) sin(θ6)
−78 sin(θ2)cos(θ4)cos(θ6) + 390 cos(θ3)cos(θ2) sin(θ4)−390 sin(θ2)cos(θ4)−400 sin(θ2)
J(3,2) = 78 sin(θ2)(cos(θ4)cos(θ5) sin(θ3) sin(θ6) + cos(θ3) sin(θ5) sin(θ6)− sin(θ4) sin(θ3)cos(θ6)
−5 sin(θ4) sin(θ3))
J(3,3) = 78 sin(θ2)cos(θ3) sin(θ4)cos(θ5) sin(θ6) + 78 sin(θ2)cos(θ3)cos(θ4)cos(θ6)
+ 78 cos(θ4)cos(θ2)cos(θ5) sin(θ6) + 390 sin(θ2)cos(θ3)cos(θ4)−78 cos(θ2) sin(θ4)cos(θ6)
−390 cos(θ2) sin(θ4)
J(3,4) = 78 sin(θ6)(sin(θ2)cos(θ3)cos(θ4) sin(θ5) + sin(θ2) sin(θ3)cos(θ5)− cos(θ2) sin(θ4) sin(θ5))
J(3,5) = −78 sin(θ2)cos(θ3)cos(θ4)cos(θ5)cos(θ6)−78 sin(θ2)cos(θ3) sin(θ4) sin(θ6)
+ 78 sin(θ2) sin(θ3) sin(θ5)cos(θ6) + 78 cos(θ2) sin(θ4)cos(θ5)cos(θ6)
−78 cos(θ4)cos(θ2) sin(θ6)
J(3,6) = 0
J(3,7) = 0
J(4,1) = sin(θ1)
J(4,2) = −cos(θ1) sin(θ2)
J(4,3) = −cos(θ1)cos(θ2) sin(θ3)− sin(θ1)cos(θ3)
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J(4,4) = cos(θ1)cos(θ3)cos(θ2) sin(θ4)− sin(θ1) sin(θ4) sin(θ3)− cos(θ1) sin(θ2)cos(θ4)
J(4,5) = cos(θ1)cos(θ3)cos(θ4)cos(θ2) sin(θ5)− sin(θ1)cos(θ4) sin(θ3) sin(θ5)
+ cos(θ1) sin(θ2) sin(θ4) sin(θ5) + cos(θ1)cos(θ2)cos(θ5) sin(θ3) + sin(θ1)cos(θ3)cos(θ5)
J(4,6) = −cos(θ1)cos(θ3)cos(θ4)cos(θ2)cos(θ5) sin(θ6) + sin(θ1)cos(θ4)cos(θ5) sin(θ3) sin(θ6)
− cos(θ1) sin(θ2) sin(θ4)cos(θ5) sin(θ6) + cos(θ1)cos(θ3)cos(θ2) sin(θ4)cos(θ6)
+ cos(θ1)cos(θ2) sin(θ3) sin(θ5) sin(θ6) + sin(θ1)cos(θ3) sin(θ5) sin(θ6)
− sin(θ1) sin(θ4) sin(θ3)cos(θ6)− cos(θ1) sin(θ2)cos(θ4)cos(θ6)
J(4,7) = −cos(θ1)cos(θ3)cos(θ4)cos(θ2)cos(θ5) sin(θ6) + sin(θ1)cos(θ4)cos(θ5) sin(θ3) sin(θ6)
− cos(θ1) sin(θ2) sin(θ4)cos(θ5) sin(θ6) + cos(θ1)cos(θ3)cos(θ2) sin(θ4)cos(θ6)
+ cos(θ1)cos(θ2) sin(θ3) sin(θ5) sin(θ6) + sin(θ1)cos(θ3) sin(θ5) sin(θ6)
− sin(θ1) sin(θ4) sin(θ3)cos(θ6)− cos(θ1) sin(θ2)cos(θ4)cos(θ6)
J(5,1) = −cos(θ1)
J(5,2) = −sin(θ1) sin(θ2)
J(5,3) = −sin(θ1)cos(θ2) sin(θ3) + cos(θ1)cos(θ3)
J(5,4) = sin(θ1)cos(θ3)cos(θ2) sin(θ4)− sin(θ1) sin(θ2)cos(θ4) + cos(θ1) sin(θ4) sin(θ3)
J(5,5) = sin(θ1)cos(θ3)cos(θ4)cos(θ2) sin(θ5) + sin(θ1) sin(θ2) sin(θ4) sin(θ5)
+ sin(θ1)cos(θ2)cos(θ5) sin(θ3) + cos(θ1)cos(θ4) sin(θ3) sin(θ5)− cos(θ1)cos(θ3)cos(θ5)
J(5,6) = −sin(θ1)cos(θ3)cos(θ4)cos(θ2)cos(θ5) sin(θ6)− sin(θ1) sin(θ2) sin(θ4)cos(θ5) sin(θ6)
+ sin(θ1)cos(θ3)cos(θ2) sin(θ4)cos(θ6) + sin(θ1)cos(θ2) sin(θ3) sin(θ5) sin(θ6)
− cos(θ1)cos(θ4)cos(θ5) sin(θ3) sin(θ6)− sin(θ1) sin(θ2)cos(θ4)cos(θ6)
− cos(θ1)cos(θ3) sin(θ5) sin(θ6) + cos(θ1) sin(θ4) sin(θ3)cos(θ6)
J(5,7) = −sin(θ1)cos(θ3)cos(θ4)cos(θ2)cos(θ5) sin(θ6)− sin(θ1) sin(θ2) sin(θ4)cos(θ5) sin(θ6)
+ sin(θ1)cos(θ3)cos(θ2) sin(θ4)cos(θ6) + sin(θ1)cos(θ2) sin(θ3) sin(θ5) sin(θ6)
− cos(θ1)cos(θ4)cos(θ5) sin(θ3) sin(θ6)− sin(θ1) sin(θ2)cos(θ4)cos(θ6)
− cos(θ1)cos(θ3) sin(θ5) sin(θ6) + cos(θ1) sin(θ4) sin(θ3)cos(θ6)
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J(6,1) = 0
J(6,2) = cos(θ2)
J(6,3) = −sin(θ2) sin(θ3)
J(6,4) = sin(θ2)cos(θ3) sin(θ4) + cos(θ2)cos(θ4)
J(6,5) = sin(θ2)cos(θ3)cos(θ4) sin(θ5) + sin(θ2) sin(θ3)cos(θ5)− cos(θ2) sin(θ4) sin(θ5)
J(6,6) = −sin(θ2)cos(θ3)cos(θ4)cos(θ5) sin(θ6) + sin(θ2)cos(θ3) sin(θ4)cos(θ6)
+ sin(θ2) sin(θ3) sin(θ5) sin(θ6) + cos(θ2) sin(θ4)cos(θ5) sin(θ6) + cos(θ4)cos(θ2)cos(θ6)
J(6,7) = −sin(θ2)cos(θ3)cos(θ4)cos(θ5) sin(θ6) + sin(θ2)cos(θ3) sin(θ4)cos(θ6)
+ sin(θ2) sin(θ3) sin(θ5) sin(θ6) + cos(θ2) sin(θ4)cos(θ5) sin(θ6) + cos(θ4)cos(θ2)cos(θ6)
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